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FOREWORD

A professor friend, as part of a study comparing American and
Japanese innovation practices, was interviewing the CEO of a top-
ten firm in Tokyo. Having taken so much of the man’s time, he
apologized. The CEO replied that there was nothing more
important in his work than talking to people about the long-term
future. Compare him to the typical Fortune 500 CEO, who is
caught up in micromanagement despite claims to the contrary.
Find the American CEO who can talk knowingly about the long-
term future for two hours without notes; flip charts; or that cursed
sham substitute for knowledge, the tedious PowerPoint presenta-
tion. This kind of CEO behavior influences those in his or her
succession plan, creating an upper echelon immune to concepts
and forecasts beyond the product line and the next few years.

How can we overcome the systemic indifference to the mid-
and long-term future? Garland’s book can be a giant step in that
direction. His experience as a consulting futurist and as a busi-
ness-intelligence specialist serving many kinds of enterprises
gives him the qualifications to lay out the reliable description
presented in this book about how to study the future. Garland’s
snappy style and illustrations of how the process works may lure
even the mossiest of mossbacks to give it a try.
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Garland’s approach can accomplish three things. First, it can
help people usefully explore the future to influence organiza-
tional decision making. Second, it may induce executives to
continually think about the future and make it central to plan-
ning. Third, it will make people wiser sponsors, buyers, and
users of future studies and their claims.

I hope you enjoy Future, Inc. as much as I have.

Joseph F. Coates, professional futurist, author of 2025: Scenarios
of U.S. and Global Society Reshaped by Science & Technology
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I am tremendously grateful to be able to work as a futurist and
to be able to write about it. This is more fun than anyone should
be allowed to have at work.

Allow me to thank so many people who made this and many
other things possible.

Four men shaped my thinking about business, and I need to
recognize them here.

My father, Paul Garland, who brought me up with a Vermont
work ethic and the opportunity to lug bags of cow manure
around his farm store (and who also taught me to read).

Jeff Washburn, whose Kentucky Fried Chicken taught me
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vice than any business school. For real.

Bob Berman, whose humor and business acumen is without
peer, and whose endless mockery of fancy management consul-
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Joe Coates, a master futurist and good friend, from whom I
have stolen every idea I could possibly write down or remember.
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funny thing happened in the music industry a
few years ago. Record companies began suing
their customers. The Record Industry
Association of America filed lawsuits against,
among other defendants, 13-year-old girls in

order to stem the rising tide of Internet downloading of MP3
files. Most would agree that lawsuits are a less than perfect
way to relate to people who buy your products, especially
since the industry normally spends millions to attract
teenagers. Why the record companies made this peculiar
choice illustrates why, in this rapidly changing world, fore-
sight is so essential.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

today’s chaos;
tomorrow’s
opportunity

A
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When you look back to the 1990s, it is important to recognize
that record executives are not stupid. The marketing and strate-
gic planners at companies like Sony, Atlantic, and Universal were
and continue to be experts in finding talent, market segmentation,
retail channels, branding, and promotion—all the things you need
to compete in the entertainment industry. They were right on top
of their competitors, scanning their marketplace for new trends
in customer taste, tracking the moves of other record companies,
and even looking out for substitute products. Video games and
cable television were as much potential competitors as another
record label with a hot band. These executives did what most peo-
ple do—they looked at their competition and their customers and
tried to anticipate the next move.

What they did not follow were a couple of key technological
trends outside of their industry. Throughout the 1990s, home
computer ownership was increasing. At the same time, more and
more computers were capable of accessing the Internet, which
was seen by most as just a communications protocol, invented
by the Department of Defense. Sure, it was useful for scientific
researchers and the very, very geeky, but of what possible use
could it be to the home user? 

At first, the proliferation of Web-connected computers wasn’t
even on the radar of most music industry executives—it certainly
didn’t scare them. From 1995 to 1999, most connections were at
dial-up speed, 56k per second, a speed so slow that it could have
no impact on their business.  Yes, record companies could use
Web pages to put up rosters of bands, replete with low-quality
samples that gave the computer user a little taste of what a full
CD would deliver at much higher quality. The Internet was a
neat tool for marketing new bands, getting a little publicity
through a new media. That was it.

Were they wrong? The story was hardly over.

FUTURE,  INC.2
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Broadband connections were offered in more locations at rea-
sonable prices consumers could afford. On the horizon were new
improvements in software that enabled audio to be compressed
into a small amount of data while retaining good sound quality.
The file format called MP3, or “Motion Picture Engineering
Group Audio Layer 3,” was born. Unlike previous attempts to
digitize music into a small package, MP3 actually sounded like
music. Unlike copying music onto cassette tapes, you could make
an unlimited number of copies at the touch of a button. This tech-
nical revolution occurred at the exact moment that consumers
everywhere were connecting to the Internet at home or at work. 

All hell broke loose. 
If you recognize the word “Napster,” then you remember the

chaos that resulted. By late 1999 and 2000, free music poured out
of the Internet with no cost to consumers and few technical dif-
ficulties. Napster was so terrifyingly efficient at connecting con-
sumers with one another to “share” their music that anyone with
a computer could find any song in moments with a simple Web
search. It was like going shopping for free. You entered the name
of the song you wanted; Napster found another user who had that
song, and, within minutes, the other computer “shared” it with
you. Music sales figures soon showed the impact. Music no longer
was a physical product, made of plastic; it was now an ethereal
concept that could be stored on a hard drive and shared at will,
broadcast to anyone with a few moments to do a Web search.

Moreover, market research showed that young people trad-
ing MP3 files had significantly different values than their elders
when it came to the legality and morality of downloading.
Appeals to younger consumers by RIAA (Recording Industry
Association of America) to equate the trading of MP3 with
shoplifting fell flat. After all, people have been sharing tapes of
their favorite tunes since the arrival of the cassette tape over
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forty years ago. The difference, however, was enormous. Now,
you could share your music with millions of people. 

In America, when all else fails, you sue. The industry did just
that, tracking the IP addresses of some file downloaders to reveal
their identities and then serving them with lawsuits. The law-
suits usually resulted in small fines, but the industry’s reputation
suffered. The whole episode made record companies look like
bullies, who were taking out their business woes on consumers. 

To think, if industry executives had spent a little more time
thinking about how technologies could affect their business, we
might have had iTunes five years earlier (and fewer teenagers
hiring attorneys to defend themselves from record labels)!

The Transformative Power of Trends
Welcome to the future, where trends combine and interact in
unheard of ways to present your business with wild and unprece-
dented threats and opportunities. In today’s world, you don’t
need to think about just your future, but about the future of
nearly everything. Now, if you are a record company you aren’t
just worried about other entertainment providers; you’ve got to
be looking at electronics in the home and computers in the
workplace and the next technological innovation to see tomor-
row’s competitive challenge.

Today, the MP3 business case seems bizarre. How else can we
explain the fact that otherwise competent executives were flail-
ing about, demonizing their own customers because they were
left, in their minds, with few or no options? They were presented
not with just one trend, home computers, but several trends all
at once—combined with a new generation who thought very dif-
ferently about their product. Within just a few years, the entire
business model turned from manufacturing a physical product to
providing a service. Sure, now we have iTunes, MusicMatch, and
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other services, but the industry has had to shift from a paradigm
of pushing plastic around the country, to selling ring tones to cell
phone users. It has been anything but easy.

Like the record industry fifteen years ago, businesses today are
facing a special kind of challenge. They aren’t just dealing with
traditional threats from new competitors, substitute products, and
shifts in the market, but are instead seeing entire industries turned
on their heads in incredibly short periods. This significantly more
difficult phenomenon occurs when too many changes occur at
one time and, in effect, begin to fold in on one another. This is
what I call superconnection, the interaction of multiple forces in
society and technology at one time. Of course, there have been
disruptive technologies and social trends in the past, but today,
things are accelerating so rapidly, and globalization spreads
change so quickly it’s as if it were all happening in your backyard. 

Today, the sciences have begun to overlap as biotechnology,
chemistry, and physics advance to become nanotechnology.
Globalization meets new information technology, and your cus-
tomer service reps suddenly speak with a foreign accent. Your
biggest market segment is suddenly retired people, because the
Baby Boomers are aging. India’s middle class is nearly as big as the
population of Europe. Traditional competitors fade; completely
new ones appear. Your own customers become as big a threat as
your fiercest rival. Companies in countries you’ve never heard of
begin outproducing your factories. Chaos seems to reign.

Welcome to your new world. It may seem overwhelming, but
you have options.

Getting a Jump on the Future 
Chaos is not impossible to manage, but it is tough to do it very
quickly. The only way to manage this period of hyperactive
change is to look ahead, to study the potential changes implied
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by what you see on the horizon. It can be done, if you give your-
self enough time to look at external forces before the problem
lands in your lap.

Take, for example, a famous global company like Nokia. You
may have one of its cell phones in your pocket right now.
Electronics aren’t that company’s first product, by any means.
Founded in 1865, Nokia was really a rubber boot manufacturer,
heavily invested in the pulp and paper industry, a company that
saw massive turbulence ahead and made a dash for the future.
Because it worked, you have that distinctive ring emanating
from your purse or pocket.

In the 1980s, Nokia CEO Jorma Ollila faced a knotty strate-
gic problem looming in the near-term. It was likely that one of its
biggest customers, the Soviet Union, was going out of business.

With foresight, Nokia was able to transform itself. Ollila
knew that the social and technological changes on the horizon
were going to decimate the company if he did not act. Nokia’s
businesses were about to face fierce competition and one of its
top customers was disappearing. As in any large, unwieldy cor-
poration, Nokia needed as much time as possible to prepare for
the future. Ollila looked ahead to a world transformed by both
technology and the end of the Cold War and made a calculated
gamble. He scanned the trends on the horizon and saw new
opportunities in telecom unleashed by the existence of small,
more powerful microprocessors and an explosion in global com-
merce due to the end of U.S./Soviet tensions.

With this understanding, Ollila pushed the company to focus
on just one industry—telecommunications, specifically wireless
telephony. It was bold and risky. The company had expanded into
cable and rubber back in the 1920s and further expanded into
electronics in the 1950s. In fact, Nokia began producing mobile
phones in the 1970s and 1980s, but under the visionary leader-
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ship of Ollila, after 1991, Nokia sold off the majority of its other
businesses and bet the company on microprocessor-based cellu-
lar phones. They caught the wave, and Nokia moved to the fore-
front of the expansion of the mobile telephony market. Despite
potential bankruptcy, Nokia became a world-beating business
whose revenue is as big as the entire government of Finland.
Nokia accepted the challenge of transformation and won.

But what if you don’t have enough time for a major restruc-
turing? You might see trouble on the horizon, but what could
happen if there isn’t enough time to react?

Consider Eastman Kodak, once a world leader in photogra-
phy and imaging and a world-class corporation that made bil-
lions from its innovations. It put photography in the hands of
consumers, reducing a complex chemical process to a device that
anyone could use. Kodak became one of the world’s most suc-
cessful companies, trading on its knowledge of chemical
processes and a deep understanding of consumers. Its assets,
physical and intellectual, were in chemicals. The end product
was imaging, but the factories it owned made chemical film. 

What Kodak failed to appreciate was how fast the digital rev-
olution would make chemical film a technology of the past.
Kodak’s competitive advantage was decidedly not in computer
chips, memory, and software, but the photography industry
moved to a digital world in a matter of years. Large chemical
factories grew irrelevant as cameras became digital, eschewing
the need for film. As more imaging products became digital,
Kodak continued to lose revenue and profits in the segment that
first brought it to prominence, film and imaging systems.

Kodak, in the eyes of many analysts, is flailing. Perhaps not
to the point of suing teenagers, but not exactly mastering the
future. Its most recent annual report sounds understandably
nervous as it explains its dollar-per-share loss. Kodak acknowl-
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edges that digital imaging is eating its lunch, but tries to reas-
sure the investor by mentioning that movies are still being made
on film, and that every Oscar-winning movie since 1928 has
been shot on Kodak film.

What Kodak is omitting or ignoring is the fact that digital
cameras are becoming higher quality every year. Even filmmak-
ers like George Lucas have publicly said they cannot wait until
digital cameras are good enough to cut film out of the entire
process, so they can just e-mail the digital movie to the cinema
and show it with digital projection as well. Once digital filmmak-
ing is of similar quality to traditional film, you can bet that
Hollywood will not feel as nostalgic as Kodak’s investor relations
people will about their old technology.

Now, interestingly, Kodak’s position differs a bit from the
music industry’s, in terms of its awareness of the bad stuff
around the corner. Record executives had their heads entirely
in the sand. The executives at Kodak were saying as far back as
the late 1990s that they knew a revolution was coming, but they
weren’t sure how to turn the ship around in time.

The contrast of Nokia and Kodak illustrates perfectly how
the future affects business. New competitors, product substitu-
tions, and changes in the market are not new. But the speed and
complexity of these changes are giving leaders whiplash. One
minute, you are the world’s leading innovator in photography;
the next you wish you had a division that made computer chips,
because the future just got gloomy. One minute, you are sell-
ing records; the next you are deposing little Brittany Johnson
from down the street for swapping MP3s with her friends. The
next moment, you call a board meeting because the Soviet
Union collapsed and you’re going to start making cell phones
instead of stationery. What the hell is going on here, if you
don’t mind me asking?
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Many leaders—from local economic development boards to
investors to the executive suite—are asking that question. The
changes are circling around us, popping up in the headlines and
appearing in the form of new realities in our businesses. Italy is
getting old, just like Japan, Russia, the United States, and most
Western nations. Biotechnology is getting cheap. Nobody has a
solution for the addiction to oil. The ethnic face of France is
changing. China has too many boys. The rich-poor gap is
increasing. It is interesting to read about—but leading an organ-
ization in the face of this seems daunting at the very least. 

The Future and Your Future
This brings us to the subject of you. Whether you are running
a corporation, making government policy, or starting a small
business out of your garage, you are probably confused, amazed,
and overwhelmed by all the potential changes promised by the
future. Perhaps you are asking yourself, “Will I end up like
Nokia, mastering the future by seeing new opportunities before
others do and acting on them, or will I end up like the record
industry and Kodak, out of time, faced with terrible options?” 

You may have less drastic reasons than they did for needing
or wanting to know what is next. Not every industry is facing
such dramatic changes forcing life-or-death decisions. Maybe
you run a bowling alley and just want to know what the cus-
tomer of the future will want for entertainment. Maybe you are
considering a second career and wonder what jobs will be hot in
the next few years. You could be an investor trying to get in early
to profit from what the future holds. Instead of focusing on
today or feeling overwhelmed by the future, isn’t it better to
know how to interpret this crazy world and come out on top?

Of course it is, and I have just the thing to help you do it.
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Tools and Techniques

YOU WANT TO know about the future. I’ve never met you,
but I know one thing about you. It’s the one trait that unites all
humans—Pentagon planners, pharmaceutical executives, soccer
moms, kids, and farmers: Each of us wishes we could see into
the future. You want to know what will go right. You want to
know what will be a disaster. You would like to be surprised.
From the Oracle at Mt. Olympus to Nostradamus to stock mar-
ket analysts—everybody tries to get a look ahead.

That’s fantasy, of course! We all know you can’t tell the
future. It’s impossibly complex, so we must all wait and see; at
least, that’s what conventional wisdom tells us. Conventional
wisdom is partly right. You cannot know for certain what specific
events are going to take place at precise times.

There is, however, most certainly a way to:

m Understand the trends that will change your life

m Evaluate the best forecasts from experts in their fields
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m Put these together in compelling scenarios depicting
multiple ways the world might look

in order to:

m Decide what these possibilities could mean for you

and

m Educate others on the potential choices that will be
available

This is far from clairvoyance, but it is a very useful skill, espe-
cially for the modern leader. At least that’s what hundreds of
major corporations and government agencies have thought for
years when they’ve commissioned professional studies of the future
to improve their thinking and their leadership of major institu-
tions that affect the lives of millions.

What is more important is that you too can use these skills
on a daily basis. Futures studies do not rely on clairvoyance, but
rather on a simple method of collecting information, analyzing
it with the future in mind, and telling the stories in your orga-
nization. In the first part of Future, Inc. you will learn what these
tools are and how to use them.

It takes faith to look into the future. Many people are intim-
idated by the vast amount of change they have to manage. This
is not work for the meek! I congratulate you on your decision,
and I look forward to going on this journey with you.
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es, the world is changing quickly, with its
promise of chaos and opportunity. It may seem
overwhelming, but I have good news for you.
Understanding the future, as it affects your
decisions, can become an everyday part of the

way you think. You don’t need a Rolodex of experts on speed
dial to interpret everything for you. Anyone can know more
about the future. You may never become a professional futur-
ist, but everyone can be vigilant about the major changes com-
ing for our businesses, our governments, even our families.

Forget the jokes about the tea leaves, wizard hats, crystal balls,
and ESP. Predicting the future has nothing to do with them and

C H A P T E R O N E

futurism
the antidote 
to chaos

Y
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everything to do with curiosity about the world around you. To
know more about what is coming, simply follow what is happen-
ing in different industries. Exploring the future is about finding a
few trends that could change your world and keeping an eye on
them on a regular basis. Futuring is about paying attention to both
society and technology and asking yourself: “Yes, but what will
this mean in five years? What about ten years?” These simple acts
change the way we think about the future, such as whether to sell
a small business and retire in a decade, or build three new facto-
ries in Bangladesh that will take six years to become profitable.

You are about to discover the tools that will help you take all
the information you have available to you and turn it into a cogent
view of the future. Once you have that vision, you can use it to
enhance every decision you make. That way, you won’t be mak-
ing plans believing that film is the future of cinema. You will not
miss changes like the MP3 and end up making lamentable deci-
sions. You will see new opportunities before your competitors, just
as Nokia did. You will understand your role in a bigger world.

Futurism and Strategic Planning
Professional studies of the future have been part of the execu-
tive arsenal for around 40 years. Futurism is the process of dis-
covering what trends will change our world, analyzing their
potential impact on specific activities, and then communicat-
ing to colleagues what lies ahead. As part of strategic planning
or regular collection of business intelligence, futurism has a
long history of success.

In 1999, consumer goods companies wanted to know how the
future would change packaging. They wanted to know about the
soup can and the shampoo bottle of the future. Packaging engi-
neers are regular folks. They live for cardboard boxes, extruded
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plastic bottles, and aluminum cans. Typically, peanut butter jars
are not at the vanguard of the sciences, but, in this instance,
there was a lot to learn about the future.

The key was to take a broader view of what packaging meant
to consumers around the world. With the help of professional
futurists, they tore apart the trends in society and technology.
Looking at society, they learned that future packaging designs
would really mean something to the developing world, where
people reuse bags, boxes, and cans, often for years.

Their study of future technological advances hit pay dirt. They
looked at the shrinking size of electronics and realized that soon
radio-frequency ID (RFID) tags would be cheap enough to include
in packaging. RFID tags are tiny radio devices that send out a few
bits of information, like a bar code, to a small area around the pack-
age. Looking further ahead, they saw that their biggest customers,
Big Box stores like Wal-Mart, were digitizing their operations as
much as possible to improve efficiency and reduce inventory loss.

Because of this study, consumer goods companies realized
packaging would need to become part of the digital economy—
your cans, bottles, and plastic bags would need to be smart! Today,
seven years later, you can see IBM capitalizing on this, selling
“slap and ship” RFID tags to retailers. These technologies aren’t
on every box (yet), but these packaging engineers were able to
anticipate the needs of their customers years in advance, which
gave the industry time to decide what the right technologies
would be and when the right time was to launch the new design.

Governments use this kind of thinking in a variety of ways.
This scary but potentially real scenario is an example of one such
application. Terrorism, unfortunately, is on most people’s minds.
National governments use futuring to predict the capabilities of
the terrorists of tomorrow. They monitor developments in both
society and technology to see where terrorists might gain an edge.
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Some forecasts show that the cost of biotechnology will fall
far enough that smaller groups could afford to obtain the equip-
ment needed to alter bacteria. Futurists working for the federal
government envisioned a scenario in which terrorists might one
day genetically engineer a bacterium or a virus that would target
Ashkenazi Jews (originally from Eastern Europe) or Japanese
people, but it could be any group with a distinct genetic makeup.
For this reason, agencies constantly monitor the power of
biotechnology as well as any terrorist networks that are showing
an interest in science. The goal is to limit the terrorists’ weaponry
to homemade bombs and razor blades instead of genetically engi-
neered plagues. In this way, governments are designing policies
for biotechnology that allow scientific progress as well as protec-
tion for their citizens.

These are just two examples. Hundreds of organizations use
future studies to make sure their strategic plans are on target and
to help them design new products and services. Smaller compa-
nies can keep abreast of the future to anticipate the needs of the
larger companies that make up their customer base. 

Futurism is flexible enough to improve planning for all
kinds of organizations.

What Understanding the Future Will Do for You
If you are going to spend your valuable time and money study-
ing the future, you should know what you could expect to get
from it. Although the specific insights may vary from industry
to industry, leaders who study the future gain the following:

A BROADER PERSPECTIVE

In general, people don’t have time to consider what is going on
in the larger world. Their daily lives are so full that just manag-
ing the present is tough enough. They are constantly concerned
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with the crisis of the day. The larger perspective about where the
organization is headed and how the world is changing is often
lost. Two years ahead begins to seem like the distant future; even
the next quarter could be a completely different world. In addi-
tion, as businesses seek more precise niches in order to maintain
profitability, we are becoming a world of specialists. This is a
good thing when it means we find a competitive, profitable
niche. The danger is becoming so focused on our little part of
the world that we miss the bigger picture.

A CHALLENGE OF THEIR BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

You already probably know how the future will turn out, right?
Come on, you probably have a hunch about what will and will
not change, if you are like most people. But when you compare
your assumptions with hard data from future-trend research, are
they correct? Without a study of the future, you always take the
chance that you are harboring dangerous unexamined assumptions
about the future that could trip you up and cause a strategic mis-
step as the future changes around you.

Perhaps examining assumptions is not the primary reason peo-
ple commission or perform a study of the future, but it is one of
the most useful side benefits. That’s not to say it’s comfortable;
questioning your assumptions is like yanking your comforter off
on a cold winter morning. But that’s what futures research is there
for. After all, remember, it is impossible to know exactly how the
future will turn out—and if anyone ever promises that, keep one
hand on your wallet. The value of a futures study is to shock you
and change your mind—to get the message that records could
soon fit in an e-mail—no matter how painful the realization.

The cardinal rule of futurism is if the findings confirm every-
thing you ever thought about the world and where it is going, it is use-
less. You have learned nothing. The true benefits come when your
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basic assumptions about the future are challenged and explored;
only then can you perceive new information about the future and
act on it. In addition, because most of us don’t discuss the future
very often in our daily lives, you may not know what you assume
to be true about the future until you talk about it.

For example, back in 2000, while discussing the impact of
information technology on construction, an executive from an
engineering firm was having real trouble accepting what the job
site of the future would look like. Although he could imagine
advanced software coordinating megaprojects, he really resisted
the idea that the construction worker of 2015 would have the
computer skills to run handheld devices that update plans and
check out tools securely—advances that would improve effi-
ciency and reduce loss.

The futures study we conducted forecast that construction
devices in 2015 would be wireless, simple, tough, and powerful.
The construction company would just need to make certain that
when a tool is checked out of the shed it leaves a digital trail.
The supervisor or construction-site boss would just need to tell
the carpenter on the job site that the engineer altered the plans
and moved the staircase two feet to the right. Today, Bluetooth
wireless communications, Java software, and the IPv6 Internet
protocol are converging to make this scenario not only plausi-
ble, but also fairly likely.

The executive, however, was adamant. “It simply won’t hap-
pen that way,” he claimed. After all, he reasoned, many construc-
tion workers don’t use computers on the job. Because they had
not been trained on computers, he reasoned, a forecast that
showed the use of handheld computer devices on construction
sites didn’t make sense.

One simple observation jarred the client loose from his
assumption: Even poor kids [in 2000] have PlayStations. Even the
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least skilled construction workers of 2015 will have grown up
with gaming consoles like PlayStation and Xbox, devices that
depend on software, menus, and simple controls. In addition,
computers were dropping in price every day, which indicated
that the class divide between households that owned computers
and those that did not would be reduced by 2015. 

This executive could imagine the project manager of 2015
using sophisticated software on and off the job site, but the chief
assumption he was harboring was that the construction workers
of tomorrow would be the same as they are today, with minimal
IT skills. He could not imagine a world where even the poor kids
knew how to use simple software systems and, therefore, that by
2015 artisans at all levels could use software-driven devices.

Some assumptions are like that—they are ideas or beliefs we
hold, the reasons for which are hidden even to us, that subcon-
sciously color our visions of the future. Assumptions become
dangerous, or can at least ruin your day, when they obscure your
view of what lies around the corner.

THE ABILITY TO DETECT POTENTIAL THREATS 
AND OPPORTUNITIES

Threats are a major reason to keep an eye on the future. The
future is not always rosy. In well-entrenched, successful orga-
nizations, people often forget that bad stuff happens to nice
organizations every day. Companies go out of business. Foreign
powers act unexpectedly and attack other nations. Stakeholders
turn hostile. The value of futures research is that once a poten-
tial threat is revealed, you can watch it like a hawk and take
countermeasures if and when necessary.

For many businesses, one threatening trend might not be too
bad, but if several trends hit at one time, the consequences could
be severe—just as they were for the record industry, which had
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to contend with several new technologies simultaneously. To
protect your business from similar disasters, futurism gives you
the tools to track potential threats well in advance.

Consider the impact of the convergence of the following
trends on farm stores in New England:

m A housing boom, the consolidation of retailing

m The increased power of information technology, which
allowed the rise of Big Box stores such as Home Depot
and Tractor Supply throughout the country

m The increased use of biotechnology and satellite infor-
mation systems that increased the economies of scale in
large-scale farming

m The migration of farms from New England to the
Midwest and California

m The move of Big Box stores into smaller markets to sus-
tain their revenue growth and impress Wall Street

The result for New England farm stores? Farm revenues
drop off at the exact moment a giant “category killer” retailer
establishes stores in small towns in Vermont, New Hampshire,
and Maine. Agway, Inc., a farm store cooperative with a 100-
year history in the region, finally sold all its assets to Southern
States, another cooperative in a similar strategic fix.

As scary as some of these stories are, don’t forget: Although
analyzing the future helps us avert facing terrible situations, it
also can be used to search for positive developments.

AN UNDERSTANDING OF YOUR ROLE IN HISTORY

One thing most people who use studies of the future have in com-
mon is that they are leading large organizations that will probably
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be around in 15 to 20 years. Coca Cola, the Pentagon, Finland, and
other organizations of this size study the future to improve their
destinies and to choose the best outcome possible. These groups
have another thing in common: They are large, powerful, and are
responsible in one way or another for people’s lives. They influ-
ence people’s diets; their health care; war; commerce; communi-
cations; and, in some instances, all of human life.

The individuals who run these organizations are often aware
of the massive power they have to alter history. They can change
the lives of generations of people. Studies of the future allow
these leaders to look out and recognize the kind of world they
are creating for their children.

Take, for example, the sustainability movement: Industries
and governments are coming together and using foresight to
make sure that we can continue operating our societies without
reducing the ability of our children to meet their needs. Many
are troubled to think that our decisions could spell doom and
hardship for those who will come after us. By studying the
future, we can make positive, proactive decisions to shape our
future, not just make individual decisions. There is a tremendous
amount to be gained from learning how to choose our future,
rather than waiting for it to happen to us.

m m m

In chapters 2 through 15, I illustrate the forecasting methods
used by professional futurists and show you how to use these
tools to improve your ability to see what is next and apply its les-
sons to your business. These tools and illustrations will help you
see deeper into the future so you can check your own assump-
tions, detect threats and opportunities early, and decide what
future you want for yourself and your organization.
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To master the techniques of professional futurists, we are
going to apply them to an exploration of the future of beer. Yes,
beer. Beer is a perfect subject for a study of the future. The
industry faces subtle but important changes, even though it is
indispensable to many people. (At least at barbeques!) What’s
more, this book wouldn’t be as much fun if it took you on a jour-
ney through the future of ultrasonic flow meters for sewage-
treatment plants. Take it from me . . . I have done that study, too.

By the end of this book, you will understand the trends that
will affect the beer industry in the next 10 years. You’ll see beer
in a broader perspective, explore the hidden trends that will
change the industry, and figure out what it means to the brew-
ers of today. Moreover, you will come to discover ways to clearly
communicate potential future scenarios, even to people skepti-
cal that the world will be any different.

Likely, you are not in the beer industry, but once you under-
stand the tools, you can study the future to make your next
decision. If you are an entrepreneur, you could use your insight
to start a new business. If you are in the corporate world, per-
haps a new product or service will suddenly seem obvious to
you, or you may see a new threat on the horizon. If you are in
government, you will see the needs of tomorrow’s constituents
more clearly. No matter what, once you understand how to see
what’s coming next, it will change how you see the world and
where it’s heading. Onward, then, to the future!
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hat is the future of beer? Quick, off the
top of your head, what will the beer of
the future be like?

For everybody, in the beer business
or not, the question is a bit unfair.

Actually, it is impossible to answer without breaking it down,
but where should you start? It’s a complex question. Nobody,
not even futurists, can answer that kind of question without a
methodology. In this chapter, I will show you how to broaden
your thinking, look beyond your industry, and realize that the
future is all around you in an endless number of superconnected
systems. The key is to break those systems down into their

C H A P T E R T W O
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components, which makes the future more manageable and eas-
ier to think about.

This technique will prepare you to follow the future you
need to keep an eye on. Once you grasp that concept, the future
of beer—or the future of any topic—will become more evident
to you.

Strategic Thinking Dissected
The future of anything is like an ecosystem. It is made up of a
variety of systems and activities. For this reason, the first step
any futurist takes in analyzing a business or an industry, whether
it’s an analysis for Anheuser-Busch or Bob’s Corner Store, is to
take it apart, system by system, activity by activity, to understand
the drivers of change that eventually affect that business. Based
on this analysis, the futurist then builds a chart that illustrates
the ecosystem of that business or industry. This chart serves as
a guide as the futurist engages in the more in-depth examina-
tions of the company’s future using trend analysis, forecast gen-
eration, and scenarios. Futurists call this stage of the process
systems analysis. When you have completed this chapter, you will
be able to build a systems map of your industry.

To begin, let’s have a look at Figure 2–1, which will give you
an idea of the various interconnected factors that go into mak-
ing a single strategic decision.

The decision-maker’s world is far more complex than his indus-
try alone. Maybe he’s running a small microbrewery. Perhaps he’s
an exec at a chemical company. Large business or small, he must
think about a great deal more than the quality of his product and
how many customers have ordered it. New technologies lurk that
may let his competitors manufacture substitute products at lower
prices. New regulations could change how he does business.
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Economic trends could alter who is able to buy his products. The
environment is stressed; he may be concerned about supplies of
raw materials or the impact of global warming.

All these changes and events are connected and affect one
another. This is as true for business and government as it is for
living organisms. Resources are limited, innovation is constant,
and there is more symbiosis than out-and-out competition.
Understanding the larger system in which your company belongs
is crucial to your success.

Thinking of our businesses and ourselves as part of a larger
ecosystem is a big step toward understanding where we are
going. We are often taught to compare business to war, but

FIGURE 2–1. Ecosystem of a strategic decision.
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rarely, if ever, to biology. Despite the number of times you may
have been told or read that “business is war,” in reality, wars, sol-
diers, and battlefields have little to do with it. Battlefields are
destructive; businesses to thrive must be creative.

Viewing the future of your business through the lens of
“ecosystem analysis” is multilinear, creative, and often coopera-
tive. After all, in business you can find yourself in joint ventures,
even sometimes with rivals. Have you noticed that the latest
Macintosh has an Intel processor that allows it to run Windows
programs? As much as Apple and Microsoft are competing for
the same customers, their goal isn’t the destruction of the other
company; it is to exploit a new opportunity wherever they find
it. Just as in nature, sometimes you are competing, and some-
times you are cooperating.

The ecosystem analogy works well for the study of the
future because just as organisms interact with each other so do
trends. Nothing exists in and of itself, but rather as a web of
connections. As the nature of the web changes, so does each
part. Therefore, to understand the future of anything, one
must begin by considering its ecosystem, whether natural,
technological, or social. In a fast-paced, interconnected world,
everything affects your market and your mission. Thinking
broadly is required not only to be a well-rounded person and
an interesting conversationalist at dinner parties, but to make
sure your next strategic move is not doomed because you have
ignored an essential factor.

Futurists certainly didn’t invent this kind of thinking. Not
only is it the foundation of modern biology; it is one of the fun-
damental tenets of Buddhism. I was surprised to see the basic
idea behind futurism, brilliantly illustrated by the famed
Buddhist monk and author Thich Nhat Hanh in his book The
Heart of Understanding: Commentaries on the Prajnaparamita
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Heart Sutra (which I don’t believe is required reading at
Wharton). In it, he says:

. . . you cannot look at paper without seeing the
trees that served as raw materials, the soil that
nourished the tree, and the rain that made the soil
fertile.

This is a beautiful way to describe the first step in the
process of looking at the future strategically. When you think
about a problem or anything else, no matter how complex, take
it apart. If it’s a product, find out where its supplies or compo-
nents came from, who participated in its creation, and where
it all began. If you can see all parts of the system, then you have
a much better chance of seeing where the next change will
come from. This is exactly how futurists look at the world
when they lead organizations on their crucial studies of what’s
on the horizon. Once you get into this habit of thinking, you
will see everything through this broader lens and will therefore
be better able to uncover the threats—and the opportunities.

Spotting the Trends: The Future of Chocolate
Let’s start practicing this kind of strategic thinking by looking
at something simple and analyzing the future of its components.
Quick—picture, in your mind’s eye, a
chocolate bar. Now, what is the future
of chocolate bars?

What could be simpler, right? It’s
chocolate. It contains no computer
chips. R&D scientists aren’t always
improving chocolate. It’s just some
yummy confection wrapped in foil. 
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STEEP ANALYSIS

Think again; the future has a lot in store for mundane items like
chocolate. Start by thinking about all the different fields that
could affect the future of chocolate. To get you started, let’s use
one of the most basic tools futurists have—the famous STEEP
analysis. Well, okay. Maybe it’s not famous unless you’re a pro-
fessional futurist. Anyway, it stands for trends in Society,
Technology, Economics, Ecology, and Politics. This handy
mnemonic will help you remember how to frame your thoughts
when thinking about the future.

No one on earth is simultaneously an expert in each of these
five categories, and the very broadness of each of these terms
will make you think about subjects outside your own industry
and area of expertise. Here are a few examples of what each of
these terms encompasses:

SOCIETY

m Demographics

m Family life

m Public health

m Religion

TECHNOLOGY

m Biotechnology

m Chemistry and materials science

m Information technology

m Manufacturing

m Nanotechnology

ECONOMICS

m Globalization of commerce and labor
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m Poverty and the rich/poor gap

m Inflation

m Currency fluctuations

ECOLOGY

m Global warming

m Supplies of clean water

m Topsoil and agricultural systems

m Air quality

POLITICS

m International governing bodies

m Wars and regional conflicts

m Government regulations and agency oversight

m Legislative trends, new bills

m Lawsuits and litigiousness

There are enough topics here to inspire hundreds of doctoral
dissertations. If we had to understand all the trends in each of these
areas just to understand the future of chocolate, we would have to
quit our day jobs. Luckily, not everything on that list applies to the
future of chocolate, but if you read down the list and ask yourself
what does apply, suddenly something that seemed irrelevant a few
moments ago rings a bell. The future of chocolate begins to take
shape when you begin to examine the trends that will affect it.

DETERMINING RELEVANCE

Let’s break it down. Which of the listed topics apply to choco-
late? Well, in the society column, there is the public health aspect.
We’ve all been reading about the epidemic of childhood obesity,
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so we should look at trends in health and diet. Insofar as technol-
ogy is concerned, there isn’t necessarily a lot that will change the
future of chocolate itself, but what about its packaging? There
is a great deal happening in materials science that could change
how we package food, so maybe the foil wrapper will change.

Economics probably isn’t a huge driver, because a chocolate
bar is fairly affordable—it’s not like buying a car, where you
worry about salaries and interest rates. That said, we don’t
grow cocoa beans in the United States, so we might need to
watch currency fluctuations. And what about the price of
sugar? When we think about ecology, cocoa cultivation can be
a big driver behind the destruction of the rain forests. Politics,
oddly enough, could be an interesting area to consider. With
the recent trend in class-action lawsuits, we should probably
understand what could happen if consumers decide to hire
lawyers and go after candy companies for health-related prob-
lems that result from obesity.

Now, let’s look at Figure 2–2 to see how we might think
about chocolate using the STEEP system.

In this context, this everyday, uncomplicated item, a choco-
late bar, is in the middle of a swirling storm of complex, inter-
connected social and technological change. All of a sudden,
something we took for granted is at the forefront of innovation.

RESEARCHING THE TRENDS

What is more important, however, is to understand how these
trends interact. It’s the interconnection of all these trends at
once that causes seemingly chaotic, unexpected change. It is not
the trends themselves, but their interaction, that can cause new
inventions, such as the MP3, to overwhelm record companies.

For now, we want to practice thinking about things as systems;
later, you will develop the ability to understand the implications
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of all these interactions—that is, to see a complex system and fig-
ure out what it means.

Let’s look at the chocolate system to see what the trends that
could be researched are and see how their interactions could
affect the candy industry. We’ll start with some basic trend
research I’ve done (see Figure 2–3).

Thinking about materials science, continued destruction of the
rain forests, recent trends in diabetes, the price of cocoa and sugar,
currency fluctuations, and an increase in class-action lawsuits in a
variety of industries was crucial to seeing beyond the familiar and
getting at what may affect the future of chocolate. Why?

“Evil Candy Companies.” Child obesity is reaching epic pro-
portions, and there are so many kids getting adult-onset dia-
betes that they had to change the name to “type II diabetes.”

FIGURE 2–2. Ecosystem of a strategic decision: the future of chocolate.
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The public may come to blame the marketers of candy just as
they now blame tobacco and pharmaceutical companies.

Class-Action Lawsuits. Now that states have successfully pur-
sued tobacco companies for damaging public health, lawyers
may be willing to take on class-action lawsuits and go after “Big
Chocolate.”1 After all, somebody has to be responsible for all
that costly diabetes care, especially because more and younger
people are being diagnosed with it.

“Smart Packaging.” More sophisticated materials and biosen-
sors will change the way products, including chocolate, are
wrapped. The foil wrapper of tomorrow could tell you whether
anyone tampered with the product. RFID tags, if made small

FIGURE 2–3. Trend research: the candy industry.
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enough, could tell retailers if someone steals or diverts a prod-
uct from its destination.

Threats to the Rain Forest. Because cocoa cultivation endangers
the rain forest, will companies have to substitute some other
ingredient for it?

Viewing everything we do as part of a larger system intro-
duces us to a world that is constantly evolving, even when we
think that the subject of our study is relatively straightforward—
like chocolate bars. This quick look at the future of the choco-
late business demonstrates that each aspect of the system—from
the rain forest to public health—is on the move. We live in excit-
ing times, because so many things—even the chocolate indus-
try—are evolving.

To practice thinking like a futurist, first get rid of the notion
that some things don’t change. Maybe you think that, sure, com-
puters are changing, but what I do is really “old school,” tradi-
tional, and not much is really happening. Many people miss
major changes and great opportunities by thinking that change
is for other people and other industries. As we’ve seen, if change
can happen to chocolate, it can happen to you.

Diagramming the System: The Future of Water
We’ve explored the STEEP system to get you thinking more
broadly about the future. The point of systems thinking is not
to discover the future; it is to provide a starting point for the com-
ing work. In a real futures study, like the one we will do for beer,
we start by creating a systems diagram that will tell us which
trends we really need to study.

To illustrate how this is done, I will apply the techniques to
a futures study for a global corporation. Remember that the
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changes in global trends are just as important for smaller busi-
nesses as they are for large companies. Whether your revenue
is $100,000 a year or many billions, a fundamental change in
the future can still mean a threat or an opportunity. Let’s dive
into a real-world project and put together a full, formal sys-
tems diagram on the future of water. Thinking broadly and
diagramming the system is always the first step in a rigorous
futures study, because this view informs everything that you
study later.

Since the time of the Roman aqueducts, the water business
hasn’t changed much, but purification techniques and filter tech-
nologies are always improving, courtesy of materials science.
From a consumer’s perspective, water is not a fast-paced indus-
try, but in 2002, a client came to me concerned about the future
of water. As one of the largest infrastructure-engineering firms
in the world, this client builds large water systems for munici-
palities, bringing clean potable water cheaply to the public.

The reason for this client’s sudden interest in the future was
that some executives at the company were becoming spooked
because for the first time in their lives the very business of water
was changing in a fundamental way. More and more people
were buying branded bottled water: Dasani, Poland Spring,
Aquafina, and others. Soft-drink suppliers were selling ever
more water at prices hundreds of times the price at the tap.
Clearly, a basic shift in the water business was under way.

To the executives in the engineering firm, each an expert on
water purity, this trend bordered on ludicrous. After all, many
of these fancy $0.99 per bottle brands are little more than fil-
tered tap water bottled and chilled. Still, the trend was jarring,
and the leaders of this company asked an important question:
“Do we know as much about the future as we should?” Their
basic question was, “What is the future of water?”
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Here’s where systems analysis comes in handy. Because the
question is so complex, the first step is to map what went into
the water “system” before we start any trend research. It is a
time to ask basic questions about water. When I start a study like
this, I ask, “What does water do all day?” Instead of looking only
at the business of water, we looked at water from all sides:

m Where does water come from?

m What purpose does water serve?

m Who works with water?

m What can go wrong?

The executives were worried about the radical shift toward
bottled water, causing them to ask:

m Did consumers no longer trust them?

m Was there a perception in consumers’ minds of an envi-
ronmental danger from municipal water systems that
made tap water seem dangerous?

m Is that why people were starting to pay more for filtered
tap water in a plastic bottle?

Our systems analysis would search broadly for the answers
to these questions. To begin, we developed a diagram for
water, stepping through all the ways to analyze H2O.

STEP 1: TELL THE STORY AND DIAGRAM IT

To communicate the story of the future graphically, flow charts
work well (see Figure 2–4).

Think of systems analysis as just another story, with actors,
a plot, and some kind of transformation. This is a rare oppor-
tunity: You get to explore the story of water (or chocolate or
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semiconductors), and because, in all probability, nobody is likely
working on the same topic, you have a fascinating and original task.

To begin any study, ask yourself a basic question; in this case,
“Where does water come from?” Then track it from there.

Well, water comes from rain, moisture, streams, oceans, the
atmosphere, etc. Then, it goes into the groundwater system, then
drains, and then the municipal water system. From rain to drain,
we were interested in everything that water might go through—
and what might change. The fact that water travels through pipes
is a guide to what to think about next. The water table is the upper
limit of groundwater. The water needs to be pumped out of the
earth through a well or sent through a municipal water system.
Many engineers and a great deal of local infrastructure—includ-
ing (among other things) testing, filtering, pumps, and pipes—are
required to get this water to a municipal water system. Only then
does the water find its end user, be it for manufacturing or other
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FIGURE 2–4. Systems analysis: basic diagram format.

Diagram the activity—
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industrial uses, watering crops, or satisfying a thirsty six-year-old
who wants some Kool-Aid.

Because this is all a cycle, the water finds its way back to
the water table, either through sewage treatment or straight
into streams and lakes. For every stop in the cycle, every part
of the system, new facets of the overall business ecosystem
become evident.

We can now map it out. Add boxes for each part of the sys-
tem. Notice that in Figure 2–5, I map the ecosystem from which
the water comes, the waterworks that will transport it to the
home, the tap, then back down the drain. Starting the diagram
this way gives you a frame on which to hang all you know about
the future—which is likely more than you initially imagined.

STEP 2: IDENTIFY THE PLAYERS

Think of everybody who might be involved. Who touches your
industry or activity today? Employees? Consumers? Leaders?
Competitors? Supporters? Skeptics?

FIGURE 2–5. Telling the story: the water system.
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FIGURE 2–6. Identifying the players: the water system.

What are they up to? How are they changing? What are their
problems? What will make them change in the future? If your
job still exists in 2020, what will it be like? How will the person
who holds that job think? What will be the same? What might
be radically different? Figure 2–6 captures this thought process.

STEP 3: DETERMINE THE TRENDS AND FORCES
AFFECTING THE SYSTEM

We have not begun the actual trend research yet. However, to
remind ourselves of our goal, we sketched potential trends and
put them into the diagram. To determine which trends we hoped
to explore, we asked questions such as:

m What are the major technologies used in the water business?

m Are they advancing?
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m Is anything radically new and different on the horizon?

m Will these new technologies require different people
with different skills to work in this activity?

m Will the consumers of water be different? Will their
expectations change?

m What wild-card events might also affect the system? Is
terrorism a factor?

Figure 2–7 is our graphic illustrating the water system. No
question, this is extremely complex, but the client wanted
details. Not every chart has to contain this level of detail. Note

FIGURE 2–7. Determining trends and forces: the water system.
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also that the trends don’t follow STEEP exactly. It’s intended as
a good point of departure to guide you to the trends that are
most applicable to your subject.

The Value of Systems Thinking
Remember, this is only step one of a much larger process, and
diagramming is only a launching point. This systems analysis
was the beginning of an ongoing project that helped an engi-
neering firm understand the shifting marketplace of the water
industry. This is the tool that leads to trend analysis and fore-
casting—techniques we will discuss in chapters 3 and 4.

The systems diagram helps identify otherwise hidden trends
in the future of water. After weeks of thorough trend research,
this initial systems map led us to the following conclusions:

Water is becoming “health food.” Many consumers associate
water with health for the obvious reasons as well as because of
very careful marketing by the beverage industry. Because water
is packaged almost as a “health tonic,” it turned out that water
engineers are really in the health business, and water providers
are in fact experts in what makes water healthful or dangerous.
This knowledge was a way for the company to find a new niche
for itself; for example, “come to our firm when you want to use
municipal water as another vehicle for public health.”

Also, we pointed out that “nutraceuticals,” a combination of
food plus nutrients and vitamins designed to encourage good
health, were on the rise. It is interesting to note that some years
after our study, there was a proliferation of water beverages for-
tified with vitamins B6 and B12, ginseng, minerals, and other
additives to promote health.

As a result of our study, the engineering firm realized that, in the
future, consumers might want to mix their own water beverages
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based on their specific health regimens, and therefore that the com-
pany might consider providing equipment that would let customers
dial in the mix of minerals, fluoride, vitamins, or any other nutri-
tional supplement to their water. A one-size-fits-one approach to
custom manufacturing (or “mass customization”) is on the rise in
other industries; the water business may follow this paradigm.

It’s a big leap for city water systems who think of themselves
as infrastructure engineers, not consumer products companies!

Water systems need to be sustainable, restoring natural sys-
tems. Water engineers are becoming caretakers of our natural
systems as the swelling population taxes water tables. Bottled
water or not, it was clear that in the future there would be a
strong need for those who could bring and keep a water ecosys-
tem in balance. In the western United States where farms and
cities steal water from faraway water tables without replacing
it, cities would want to be sure their water comes from a safe
place and that the supply would continue into the future.

The water infrastructure requires increasing security. In a
world menaced by global terror, terrorism would increase as a
risk (either real or perceived) and the need for water security
would provide opportunities for the engineering firm to expand
into new businesses. Sadly, this is going to be a growth industry.

World population is growing and the size of cities in devel-
oping economies is exploding. The biggest market for fresh
water is the 50 percent of the world’s population without daily
access to any. Population growth is very high in countries like
Nigeria, Bangladesh, and China. Combine this with rapid
urbanization worldwide, and you have cities in developing
economies that will need infrastructure to meet the need for
water as they swell with people from the countryside. If the
engineering firm wasn’t already taking a global view of its busi-
ness, now would have been a good time to start.
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Systems Thinking: The Future of Beer
We warmed up with water and its uses, using as our first exam-
ple a systems map from an actual project. Now we have serious
work to do in analyzing the future of beer. Its destiny is in our
hands! Like water, beer is a potable liquid that many people
count on for health (and entertainment); therefore, the diagrams
will look surprisingly similar.

To get this chart started, imagine the beer cycle and all the
different factors that go into making beer; the flows (literal and
figurative) all over the world; and the consequences, healthy and
otherwise, of beer consumption. Here are all the activities I
imagined; you may have imagined others:

m Agriculture
– Hops, wheat, barley

– Water

m Brewing

m Packaging

m Shipping

m Distribution and retailing

m Consumers

m Waste and recycling

m Government regulation

m Social impact

m New technologies

m Competing beverages

From this, let’s make a flow chart to see what happens to
beer (Figure 2–8).
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CONSTRUCTING A FLOW CHART: THE STORY OF BEER

To create a convincing beer system, the diagram should tell the
story of beer at a glance. So let us recap the story. If you are
American,  you have likely heard the story of beer a million times
from Budweiser commercials during football games. Brewers
lovingly seek out fresh hops and barley and use only the freshest
mountain stream water to brew beer. Thus, we start with agri-
culture as the source of raw materials needed for the brewing
process. We also know that once the beer is aged and ready for
consumption, it is packaged in kegs, bottles, or cans to be shipped
out to distribution centers all over the world, all under the watch
of strict regulation. The beer then arrives at retail outlets, such
as package stores, grocery stores, bars, or restaurants. Finally, the
beer reaches the consumer, who discards the packaging.

Next, I would add some of the trends in STEEP that could
be important to the beer business. Will biotechnology change
the growing of grains or fermenting of alcohol? Health trends
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FIGURE 2–8. Flow chart: the beer system.
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in obesity and alcoholism could be important. Packaging tech-
nology is often a big deal. Will it change how beer is shipped
and retailed? Figure 2–9 shows the new chart.

That’s enough for now. At this stage, our diagram need not
explain every facet of beer to provide us with a systems map that
will guide us through the real work—collecting and interpret-
ing trends and forecasts so we can communicate the future to
others or make decisions for our own business.

FUTURE,  INC.44

FIGURE 2–9. Flow chart: impact of trends on the beer system.
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had to master an incredible array of detailed information about
a narrow sliver of a business, whether marketing for pharma-
ceuticals or evaluating technologies for satellite imagery.
Successful leaders who use futures research love this kind of
broader thinking because they can break away and get creative.
Entrepreneurs and small-business owners enjoy keeping on top
of future trends because they can react the fastest to capitalize
on the future. They don’t have the disadvantage of large, unwieldy
bureaucracy. For large and small, thinking broad is what keeps
business interesting. 

CHECKLIST: Systems Thinking

4 Look broad. Remember STEEP—society, technology,
economics, ecology, and politics.

4 Draw it out. Make a systems map to show how things
interconnect.

4 Print it out—show your colleagues the systems map to
broaden their thinking.

WHAT YOU CAN DO TODAY

1. Put up a systems diagram of your company or industry.
Sit down, alone, or with a few colleagues, and brain-
storm everything surrounding your industry. Include
trends and customers. Get it on one piece of paper. 

2. Hang the systems map on your desk for you to see, or
on your door for your colleagues to see. This makes
sure you constantly know which part of the horizon you
should be looking at.
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3. Want an even bigger reminder? Print out copies and
distribute to everyone in your company. As much as lots
of companies talk about “thinking about the future,”
very rarely is that perspective spread throughout, from
top to bottom. You can make the future part of every-
thing you do by making it a group effort.
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ow that you have determined all the differ-
ent factors that will change the future of the
beer industry, notably agriculture, brewing,
packaging, and consumption, you are proba-
bly chomping at the bit to seek out the hard-

core trend data, hungry for that hidden information that will
reveal the future. (Am I the only one who gets so excited by
this stuff?)

Regardless, before I throw you into the deep ocean of infor-
mation, you need to understand the tricky nature of the elusive
future trend.

C H A P T E R T H R E E

analyzing 
trends
real change 
vs. media hype

N
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If It’s a Big Deal in the Media, It Must Be Important
The summer before the nation was transfixed by the events of
September 11, the media was abuzz with a different sort of
threat—this time to America’s children. No, not violent video
games or an epidemic of ADHD—this was a threat more silent
and more vicious. The summer of 2001 was the Summer of the
Shark. Do you remember the headlines? The media was
obsessed. Experts commented endlessly on shark behavior.
Swimmers were warned. Talking heads fretted. The news was
full of detailed analyses of every aspect of sharks and their
appetite for humans. There was just one teensy-weensy point
the media forgot to mention. Shark attacks were actually lower
than average in 2001.

According to the ichthyology department of the Florida
Museum of Natural History:

The prevailing perception was that 2001 was a ban-
ner year for shark attacks. The year 2002 attack
totals, both nationally and internationally, were
lower than those in 2001 and 2000, continuing a
three-year trend of decline in shark-human inter-
actions and underscoring the scientific view that
the events of mid-2001 were largely overstated.
More importantly, the number of serious attacks in
2001 and 2002, as measured by fatality rate, was
about one-third of that over the last decade.1

This story is a perfect illustration of the importance of gath-
ering expert trend data when you are conducting any futures
study in order to challenge your assumptions. Most of our
assumptions, particularly the least accurate, are born from casual
impressions we get from the media. To get a clear view of the
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future, you need to know how to get accurate data about trends
from reliable sources.

How to Determine When a Trend Is Really a Trend
The official definition of a trend is quite broad: any change that
happens over time. Right now, the sun is gradually dying and in
several billion years may cease to sustain life on Earth. That’s a
trend, though one so slow you’ll probably not need to warn any-
body about it at the next board meeting.

Another trend is that health care costs in America have been
outpacing wage growth by several percentage points each year
for the last eight years, and the growth shows no sign of abat-
ing—that’s one trend that is causing some heart palpitations.

You know from our discussion about thinking systematically
that a tremendous amount is changing in the world, often even
in areas we think are stable. As a result, 50 percent of the time
involved in futures analysis is spent picking apart trends. You will
be looking at articles, reports, books, and anywhere else you can
get good information. Once you learn what is really changing,
you can see the future with greater clarity.

The world is on the move. Your goal is to figure out exactly
how in order to determine how it will affect your business, what
you can do to take advantage of the opportunities change might
offer, and how you can protect yourself against potential threats.
Here are the three steps to successful trend analysis.

STEP 1: DEVELOP YOUR SYSTEMS MAP

When you explore the future of anything, from national parks
to air travel and beer, you could become overwhelmed trying to
think of everything changing all at once. The systems map you
constructed to kick off your study will keep you focused.
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Remember that when we looked at the future of potable water
we didn’t just dive into the trends. Instead, we started our
research by first examining what things affected the water sys-
tem, including health, ecological sustainability, and population
trends. In this fashion, you discover where you need to go to get
the real data.

STEP 2: VISUALIZE TRENDS

When you begin looking at trends, instead of picking up a 200-
page report, be curious. Ask questions related to your project,
whatever they might be. For beer, for example, I’m wondering:

m Who drinks beer these days? Is that changing?

m Are brewers making beer any differently?

m Alcoholism is a serious health problem. Is that chang-
ing these days? Do people expect beer companies to
take greater responsibility?

m Recycling aluminum cans and glass bottles was impor-
tant a few years ago. Is that changing?

m China and India are always on the radar these days when
it comes to the future. How might those two billion
people change the beer industry?

m Are new technologies such as biotechnology or nano-
technology likely to change beer?

The questions you might ask are limited only by your imag-
ination and the direction you decide to take. Once you have
defined your questions, it’s time to find the answers by investi-
gating the best possible sources of information.
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STEP 3: LOCATE SOURCES

In studies of the future, getting data is easy, but getting accurate,
relevant data collected in a rigorous manner and reported with
minimal bias is not easy. You cannot just hop on the Internet and
find page after page of well-researched, unbiased data about the
future of your topic. It’s not quite that simple. You will have to do
a little digging to find the best information for your study, but don’t
worry, with a little effort, you’ll have more than enough data to
show you what is changing. Here are some approaches to try.

BEGIN WITH WHAT’S HAPPENING TODAY. Look at the systems
map we created for beer. From it we know that we are going to
be looking for future trends in unexpected places: packaging,
information technology, geriatrics, all kinds of topics. You can’t
possibly be an expert in all of these fields. If you try to start by
accumulating future data on all of these topics, you’ll probably
pull a muscle. Do yourself a favor and start reading about today
just to warm up—it will point the way to all the future trends.

Fortunately, there are magazines devoted to nearly every
activity on earth, five magazines for every profession out there,
and thousands of websites on anything you can imagine. Are
you looking at your systems map and concerned that nobody is
writing about the topic? Think again. There are Hispanic
Engineer; Scientific Computing & Instrumentation; Bass Player;
New England Booming (for Baby Boomers in New England, you
know); Knitting; and my favorite example, Walking. That’s right,
there’s a magazine called Walking, which you’ve probably seen
at the bookstore a million times but never opened. Clearly,
there are magazines for every activity in which humans engage,
so it is likely that you will find a trade or consumer magazine
that will give you a place to start. Read these magazines to get
a sense of the concerns of the people involved in the field.
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Watch the ads. Read the “From the Editor” sections to see what
they are saying to their peers. Read the articles, jargon and all.
Not only will you expand your perspective by seeing how dif-
ferent people view the same topic, but you will begin to make
connections among the industries as well.

Imagine the things you will learn as you expand your read-
ing in a variety of fields. For example:

m You begin reading about sustainability and discover
that the experts are concerned about the metrics used
to measure sustainable systems, or that they are worried
that nobody has found a good way to compensate com-
panies trying to be ecologically and socially sustainable.

m You read a magazine about retirement and instantly
get a sense that the real estate market for retirees is
booming. The most desirable places offer peace and
quiet, activities, and low taxes, which are attractive to
people on fixed incomes. You also realize that those
places are in ever-shorter supply.

m As you quickly flip through Bass Player magazine, you find
that the bass community is concerned that the increased
use of computer software is making music too automated.

Whatever the topic, a quick read through the monthly or
quarterly periodicals will get you thinking about the changes
that are occurring all around you. In addition, at least once a
year, most industrial magazines publish an issue dedicated to
future trends. These issues are often popular with the main-
stream media. If something significant is changing, it becomes
newsworthy. If it makes it into the news, you can read about it
and capture it for your analysis.
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With all this newspaper and magazine reading I am recom-
mending, don’t think that I’m neglecting the Internet. Doing
research on the Internet is, as anyone who has tried knows, like
trying to take a sip from a fire hose going full blast, but it’s great,
during this warm-up period, for getting a sense of what’s going
on today.

To return to our analysis of the future of beer, for example,
you can get 100 quick data points just by Googling the words
“future beer trends.” In under a second, you can begin sam-
pling opinions at www.allaboutbeer.com, in Packaging News,
and in newspaper articles about gourmet beer and what pro-
ponents of the low-carb lifestyle think about beer. During
this initial round of trend research, collection should be free-
flowing. Don’t worry if it leads to more questions than answers.
Ask yourself:

m What trends are most important to the industry?

m Is there a common topic that keeps coming up in the
different sources?

m What names or key institutions keep popping up?

m Who are the thought leaders in the field?

Next, it’s time for the heavy research. Look for reliable
sources. Even though I have recommended that you spend your
initial time researching popular sources of information, I have
to warn you: Magazines are not going to cut it 99 percent of the time.
Two mentions in Newsweek do not a trend make. Sure, the popu-
lar media will give you a good overview and help get you started,
but at this point your view of the future is shallow. It’s time to
get serious, to go where the experts go to stay abreast of the cut-
ting edge in their own fields.
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Below are the two most reliable sources available to you, pre-
sented in order of their reliability and credibility.

PEER-REVIEWED AND SCHOLARLY JOURNALS. Peer-reviewed
journals represent the cutting edge of any industry. The Journal of
Clinical Pharmacology may be difficult to read if you aren’t a phar-
macist, but the information it contains is certain to be on the lead-
ing edge of pharmacology. More important, experts police peer-
reviewed journals so they don’t contain unsubstantiated claims, and
you can be certain that the information is highly reliable because
in the sciences and other serious disciplines, falsifying data in
front of your peers is career suicide if it is discovered.

There are drawbacks, certainly. Don’t expect broad thinking
in these magazines. It is not what the experts writing for them
do! Thus, the data you find in these journals is likely to be reli-
able about a specific subject but won’t reveal much about “the
future” in its larger sense. This is because the research tends to
focus on narrow slices of any particular field. You will get details,
not perspective.

Examples of peer-reviewed journals you might use in your
futures research include:

m Journal of the American Medical Association

m American Bar Association Journal

m Journal of Sustainable Agriculture

m Nanotechnology

OFFICIAL REPORTS. Universities, government agencies, non-
governmental organizations (NGOs), and other large groups often
release, at no charge to the public, reports of their research activ-
ities. These are useful to the futurist because the objective of the
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groups sponsoring these studies usually is to influence decision
makers, and they often have the resources to do the job correctly.

Let’s say you are interested in the future of family life around
the world. Your company sells products directed toward con-
sumers, and to understand where the family is going is of vital
importance. The U.S. Census reports on demographic trends and
often includes related economic data. A report from the Census
can tell you what is happening to family finances in America in a
way that few private organizations ever could. In other countries,
like Brazil, NGOs might study family trends to understand the
gap between the rich and the poor and its effect on the family unit.
Those studies might be detailed and based on data collected by
the United Nations, which is another organization with signifi-
cant resources. Scholars and researchers at universities are no
doubt studying a variety of aspects of family life, for example, the
effects of two parents working outside of the home.

Reports coming from these agencies will be reliable for the
most part, but you must be aware of potential biases of the
researchers. Some reports, such as the U.S. Census, are entirely
data driven and interpretations are based on statistical analysis.
Also, many government agencies inoculate themselves from
potential criticism by preparing detailed reports documenting
the facts behind their conclusions.

Remember that some organizations, especially activist groups,
have no obligation to rigorous, unbiased data. They are working
to convince you to adopt their view of the world and thus aren’t
necessarily impartial. This is not to suggest that all activists traf-
fic in biased information, but you need to read with a critical eye.

I discovered this while working on a project on the future of
sustainable agriculture. Before doing any research whatsoever, I
assumed that topsoil erosion and groundwater pollution were
increasing faster than ever. After all, I had heard about pollution
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caused by large-scale factory farming and the terrible loss of top-
soil for years. It seemed reasonable that after all these years
without any good news, it was probably as bad as ever.

Yet, once I concluded the initial phase of my research, it
appeared that there had been many initiatives in the previous
30 years to preserve topsoil and clean water. I began to wonder
if the topsoil was still eroding. And, if it was, was there more or
less erosion than 30 years prior? In short, what is the trend? Are
topsoil loss and groundwater pollution getting better or worse?

Many of the environmental-activist organizations I researched
consistently criticized large-scale farming. Their reports
included statistics about the loss of millions of cubic feet of top-
soil and the many millions of gallons of chemicals washed into
the water system. It sounded like the situation was bad, yet the
data were not particularly well sourced. It wasn’t clear which
study produced these dire assessments. What set off alarms for
me was that nowhere did these reports say if the situation was better
or worse. In addition, there were no forecasts about the future,
whether the problem would one day drop off the radar, or if
things would one day reach a crisis point. All I heard about was
that factory farming was “bad.”

The Department of Agriculture weighed in with its data on
the environment, saying that the situation needed improvement
but was getting steadily better. Topsoil loss still appeared to be
an issue, but conservation initiatives were gradually reducing the
impact of farming, even while improving crop yields.

I suspect that activists were afraid of calling a situation in
need of improvement “getting better,” concerned that people
might stop worrying about the problem. This type of bias or
spin is common, and you need to be on the alert for it in the
reports you read. In fact, bias is a major reason to get multiple
kinds of trend data before drawing conclusions. Even if activist
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groups don’t publish false information, they might leave out key
data, which might lead you in another direction. If you read
particularly alarming data, for example, a trend that says,
“We’re losing 10 percent of all bird species each year,” you
should make sure you verify it with other sources.

In a world that moves as fast as ours does, sensational prob-
lems sometimes arise, but if it’s really an issue, more than one
expert will be covering it. If, for some reason, there is only one
expert and that expert’s objectivity is questionable, take the data,
note the source, and move on. You might not want to base con-
clusions about the future on one source, but it’s equally impor-
tant not to throw out unorthodox viewpoints!

What to Do When There Is Not Enough Data
It can be difficult to get many kinds of trend data. The supply
of unbiased researchers roaming about collecting and analyzing
data for the common good on an infinite number of topics is
limited. I remember a project I was involved in concerning the
future of food trends around the world. My assignment was to
find future food trends in the United States and Canada. There
generally is quite a bit going on in the U.S. The rate of obesity
in the U.S. is well known; the billions of dollars spent on diet
foods prove it. Americans are not purists about new kinds of
food, as Europeans tend to be, so there are many engineered
foods, such as sugar-free sweeteners and “functional foods”
infused with vitamins, minerals, and herbs.

But researching Canadian food trends was more difficult. Not
many people are writing about Canadian food trends, although,
culturally, Canada is similar to the United States in terms of con-
sumption trends. Obesity and diabetes rates are similar to those
in the U.S. Diet food consumption is similar to that in the U.S.
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So, what was I going to say about Canadian food trends? After
evaluating Canadian medical journals and trade magazines, I
concluded that because Canadian food trends were so similar to
those of their southern neighbor, there hadn’t been much pub-
lished trend analysis. It is a good example of making conclusions
based on less than an optimum amount of data.

Do your best, and when you think you have found the best
available data, move on.

Deciphering Trends: What Part of the Curve Are We On?
Now it is time to figure out the kinds of trends you have
unearthed.

One of my favorite cartoons is Dilbert, by Scott Adams. One
day, as punishment, Dilbert is forced to eat with two economists
and somehow survive their conversation. One begins, “The
economy is getting better.” The other replies, “No it isn’t.” It was
a painfully dull lunch, but a good example of how many people
look at the same set of data and come to different conclusions.

Data is often easy to find, but telling what kind of trend you
are observing can be tricky. When you begin to look at trends, you
start at a moment in history. The past is behind you and the future
is open in front of you. I usually think in terms of 10 to 100 years
in the past and 5 to 20 years into the future. The goal of trend
research is to see where we have been and where we are headed.
In this way, trends are stories about “what’s happening out there.”

Be careful. Remember trends aren’t forecasts. They are just
graphical representations of the data thus far collected. From
there, we can extrapolate to see the future. In Chapter 4, we’ll
look at why it’s best to let the experts handle the view forward.

Several kinds of trend curves can help us visualize where the
data might be leading.
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LINEAR TRENDS

At first blush, linear trends are the easiest to understand—some-
thing is changing at a steady rate. Figure 3–1 shows three linear
trends. The one going up represents health care costs, which are
going up around 9 percent a year in the United States. When
will it stop? We know water tables are falling in the Middle East
and the western United States. They are represented by the line
going down. How low can they go? The horizontal line repre-
sents America’s birth rate, which is flat at approximately two
babies per woman.

The real question to ask when thinking about the future is,
When might a trend change? For example, what will make the
cost of health care stop increasing indefinitely? When are we
going to change our water-use patterns? Alternatively, will some
ecosystems completely run out of fresh water?

S CURVE

When you see an S-curve trend with rapid growth, the questions
you should be asking are, Can this continue forever? Is there
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FIGURE 3–1. Linear trends: up, down, flat.
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some natural limit to this growth? For example, consider the
number of home computers: A drop in price opens up the mar-
ket to millions more people, but eventually you run out of homes
without PCs. That creates a sudden increase followed by a
plateau, as shown in Figure 3–2.

PARABOLIC CURVE

Parabolic curves indicate that we are on the cusp of a new era.
That kind of trend starts small and then explodes exponentially.
The growth in the number of users of the Internet is a good
example of a parabolic curve (see Figure 3–3).

We were at the “elbow” of that curve in about 1992. It was
a golden age for the geeks of the world. The number of
Internet users had been relatively flat since the 1970s. Only
government scientists and researchers at a few universities
connected to the Advanced Research Projects Administration
Network used this network, which connected computers for
instant digital communication. In the early 1990s, it expanded
to include more universities.
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FIGURE 3–2. S curve: rising sharply and flattening out.
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By 1994, America Online was expanding rapidly. The World
Wide Web made its debut in 1995. The Internet blossomed, and
it seemed everybody was online. The growth, as represented in
the trend line, was exponential.

When you see this kind of trend, ask yourself how far up the
curve we are. Is it likely to flatten out anytime soon? This is still
a good question to ask about Internet use. How many of the
remaining inhabitants on Earth will be going online? When will
this exponential growth slow down?

REVERSE PARABOLA

This is the opposite of the exponential parabolic curve, and a
disruptive event that signals big changes usually causes it. For
example, vendors once went around cities and towns selling
ice to cool iceboxes. As soon as cheap electricity and appli-
ances became available, the ice vendors quickly disappeared.
As pictured in Figure 3–4, this is an example of an exponen-
tial decline.

FIGURE 3–3. Parabolic curve: exponential growth.
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When you look at trends, it is important to think of the dif-
ferent directions that a trend may be going. If you see something
changing, ask yourself if the trend is linear, a curve, or a parabola.
Then imagine the impact the trend could have on your future.
Will it continue to be a factor? Might it flatten out soon and no
longer be a problem? Are you on the cusp of a new era?

Case Study: Trends 
Affecting the Future of Beer!

In Chapter 2, we explored a systems map for beer. Now we can use
it to guide our trend analysis. Our goal is to seek trends that tell us
what in the beer system is changing that will affect its future. Figure
3–5 shows the systems map of beer.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Some topics require a great deal of scholarly research in many heavy
academic journals to give you a sense of the future. Fortunately, beer
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FIGURE 3–4. Reverse parabola: exponential decline.
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is not one of those topics. On the other hand, you’re not going to
get a real view of the future of biotechnology without reading some
very complex scientific ideas. Although beer is central to many peo-
ple’s lives, not to mention being a multibillion-dollar business, a
Ph.D. isn’t required to comprehend trends in the industry. It is a
very insular, family-run kind of business, even when the companies
are public. There are traditions that go back hundreds of years, and
brewing often can be traced back several generations. Just ask
August Busch IV, current CEO of Anheuser-Busch. As a result,
there are only so many people talking and writing about beer as a
business, and frequently their remarks are full of inside jokes. One
thing you get a definite sense of is a love of the craft and its history.
From growing hops to designing new cans and bottles, brewing
industry people love beer.

What follows is a list of beer information sources. I found
them just as you would. I poked around Google and tried to read
everything the beer professionals might read.

FIGURE 3–5. Systems map: future of beer.
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m Modern Brewery magazine

m Allaboutbeer.com

m Harvard analysis of trends in the brewing industry

m Associated Press and various periodicals

m Reports from the provincial government of Alberta, Canada

m Official meeting minutes from the European Brewers
Convention

ANALYZING THE TRENDS

Although there are few universities doing cutting-edge research
on beer technology, our study of beer benefits from lots of casual
sources and experts writing about trends to give us a clear view of
beer’s future. Here are the trends my research revealed as well as
my analysis of what they could mean for the beer industry:

CONSUMPTION

m Overall per capita consumption of alcoholic beverages
increased in the United States, from 24.7 gallons in 1995
to 25.2 gallons in 2002—but beer did not take part in this
increase.2

m In America, brewers are battling for share-of-stomach,
while wine and spirits are increasing strongly.3

This is a key trend. Judging by the editorials in some of its
industry periodicals, the beer industry is worried that it is losing
relevance, but this trend seals it. Americans are drinking as many
alcoholic beverages as before, but they are swinging away from
beer, that all-American beverage. If this trend increases over the
next 10 to 15 years, then “Beer 2020” could look very different
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when we come around to writing scenarios! Here is some more
trend information:

m “Malternative” beverages such as Smirnoff Ice exploded
onto the market in 2001 and 2002, selling 23 million cases
before falling by eight million cases in 2003 and slumping
even further in recent years.4

m Although in 2004 “fresh cohorts of 21-year-olds enter the
drinking population,” many new drinkers are choosing
beverages other than beer. Beer consumption among
young people, once the core demographic for beer, is
dropping precipitously—market preference for beer
among this group dropped from 71 percent in 1992 to 48
percent in 2005.5 Spirits consumption increased 3.1 per-
cent in 2004, while wine jumped 2.7 percent. The 21–34
year-old demographic is being increasingly wooed to pre-
mium vodkas and pinot noir by aggressive ad campaigns
brewers have been unable to match.6

It’s hard to imagine anybody marketing more aggressively
than beer companies do, but apparently they are losing ground.
Despite their advertising, the preference for beer is falling
sharply. The numbers tell the story. The total volume of wine
and spirits sales has been increasing steadily while sales of beer
are stagnant. Young people are an important part of the demo-
graphic for beer, and if the younger generations are going for
sweeter, more refined beverages such as vodka and wine, there is
trouble on the horizon.

Sweet “Malternatives,” such as Smirnoff Ice, were strong a
few years ago but are losing market share. Beer sales seem to be
losing ground to other beverages, and it looks like the winners
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will be classic spirits such as vodka, rum, and wine. But consider
this trend:

m Craft beer volume is climbing steadily, growing 7 percent
in 2004 alone.7

This trend demonstrates that not that all beer sales are slump-
ing. Flavorful microbrews are growing rapidly. Maybe the big
beer companies like Budweiser, Miller, and Coors will acquire
more microbreweries or develop new recipes. I need more trend
data to see how this will come out. What about this?

m Preference for wine is increasing sharply among all demo-
graphics. In 1992, only 27 percent of the population
favored wine, whereas 47 percent preferred beer. Today,
wine and beer are preferred equally.8

Without the data, you might not have believed this trend. Not
long ago, nobody would have imagined college kids not drinking
beer, but the data show that they are losing their taste for suds
extremely rapidly, while wine is increasing in all demographics. Now,
I cannot imagine Alpha Rho Gamma pounding cases of 1996 Saint-
Emilion Premier Grand Cru at the homecoming party, but what is
likely is that younger drinkers are starting with liquor and transition-
ing straight to wine as they get older. Not a good sign for brewers!

GLOBALIZATION

m Retail volumes of beer in China rose 23.29 percent
between 1997 and 2003, leading some analysts to conclude
that there is potential for investment in that market.9

m Chinese per capita beer consumption remains low com-
pared to that in other Asian countries. In 2003, China
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remained at 18.76 liters per person, compared with 44.5
liters in South Korea, 41.9 in Japan, and 29 in Hong Kong.10

It appears that as China improves its standard of living and
opens its doors to the world, it is steadily increasing its consump-
tion of beer. It’s not clear if economic success is the reason for the
increased consumption of beer, but regardless the market is grow-
ing. It is always a good idea to consider the impact of the Chinese
market when considering the future of anything. When a small per-
centage of a country with over a billion people starts doing any-
thing more, it can change the dynamics of that industry. Clearly, we
can conclude that the Chinese market for beer is increasing. Here’s
more evidence of how global activity influences the beer industry:

m Beer marketing is becoming “multidimensional” for the
major brewers due to globalization. Anheuser-Busch pro-
duced only 400,000 more barrels domestically, which repre-
sents a year of slow growth, but because of global market
gains, top management may still view it as a good year.
Budweiser’s brand “may soon be as ubiquitous as Coca-Cola”
overseas due to increases in sales in those new markets.11

By “multidimensional,” Modern Brewery magazine means that
American companies may need to focus on the marketing needs of
multiple nations. Although growth in the American market is
essentially flat, the real opportunity lies in the global market.

I have heard of Americans visiting Ireland expecting to see
everyone drinking pints of Guinness, and instead shocked to see
people in dance clubs pounding Budweiser and Bud Light. It
could be that as breweries globalize, they may need to go wher-
ever their brand is best known. Maybe one day Budweiser could
be more popular in Ireland than it is in America.
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PACKAGING

m Widget cans, as used in packaging by Guinness, Tetley’s,
and other beers looking to deliver a draft experience, are
improving the image of cans as packaging.12

In America, a six-pack (of cans) is considered “working class,”
whereas bottles that transport the expensive microbrews are
thought to be more middle and upper class. However, widget cans,
which make the beer froth when the can is opened, are actually
bringing a kind of Euro chic to the aluminum can. Because cans are
typically less expensive than bottles, this could affect the profit mar-
gins of beer companies in the future—you can impress your cus-
tomers, and it will cost you less than glass!

BIOTECHNOLOGY AND AGRICULTURE

m The fields of genomics, proteomics, and bioinformatics are
decoding the genomes of malting barley, yeast, and hops—
all of the major ingredients of beer.13

Because beer depends on agriculture, I had to check biotechnol-
ogy to see if anything “cool” was on the way that would affect the
beer industry. Unfortunately, the experts weren’t saying much that
was exciting. I could not collect enough data to suggest that this
area will be big for beer in coming years. This is an example of a
case where there were some data, but not enough to indicate a real
trend. I know from studying biotechnology in researching past
projects that genomic and proteomic research will allow scientists
to understand disease pathways of these crops better. Maybe one
day these insights will lead farmers to improve yield. However,
nothing in the literature suggests a radical departure is imminent.
I also searched several other sources, trying to find anyone who
would comment on the role of biotechnology on the future of beer.
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Again, I came up empty. It just doesn’t seem to hold much prom-
ise for the brewing industry at this time.

This is a good example of real trend research. You can expect to
run into some dead ends on subjects you at first think will be inter-
esting. I guess biotechnology isn’t going to produce any hangover-
free beer. Damn.

MARKETING

m “Megatrends” according to the brewing industry:14

– A society where people “expect a lot more from their
professional and private lives”

– Increased attention to health and diet

– Increased influence of women in society and the econ-
omy as a whole

– Increased focus on the aspirations and lifestyles of the
Baby Boomer generation

m With the aggressive marketing of local breweries, distillers,
and wineries, it is difficult to assign causes to the lack of
growth in the traditional brewing segment. However, the
“low-carb” craze is assumed to still have legs—Miller
Lite’s brand saw an estimated 600,000-barrel gain in 2004,
even as Anheuser-Busch aimed to compete with Miller
head-to-head.15

Health, diet, and women may explain why beer is losing out
these days. It was strange to see beer companies fight over who had
the lowest carb content during the Atkins Diet craze. Beer, despite
some beneficial properties (and in my mind part of “the good life”),
is not precisely a health tonic. The high carbohydrate content may
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have put beer in a losing position against wine and spirits, especially
if women are making more of the decisions about what goes in the
fridge. Ultimately, no beer company is an island:

m Thony Ruys, former CEO of Heineken, recently said,
“Ten years ago, our industry research was process oriented;
today it starts more from the consumer end; for the future,
we must be responsible and realize that one single com-
pany cannot undertake research projects alone on impor-
tant general areas. Co-operation amongst companies is
therefore essential on these projects.”16

Ruys is getting the message—it’s time to listen closer to a rap-
idly changing market segment. Listening to your customers isn’t
exactly new, but it is interesting to note that he talks about coop-
eration among companies. Remember that interconnection is not
a zero-sum game, and even rivals may work together. It would be
fascinating to know which projects he thinks the industry should
undertake in the future. Maybe the companies will band together
to deal with alcoholism or obesity. Maybe the larger trend here
is that breweries are beginning feel under siege from falling mar-
ket share and, therefore, feel the need to band together.

m Peter V. K. Reid, editor of Modern Brewery Age, said,
“Beer was once the first choice of the American working
man. No beverage is as refreshing after hard physical work
than a beer. But fewer Americans engage in hard, physi-
cal work. After a day at a desk, it may be that any sort of
beverage will do.”17

Aha! This fascinates me. Another key trend is the worldwide
move away from manual labor toward knowledge work. More and
more of the American economy is in the service sector—knowledge
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work that is valuable to other businesses. More Americans work
behind a desk, not behind a lathe or in a steel plant or down on the
farm. After a day in front of a computer screen, vodka might be just
as good as beer. But after mowing lawns all day, vodka or merlot
would be out of the question—and Budweiser tastes straight from
heaven. There is no reason to think that the trend toward more
knowledge work will lessen; if anything, more of our economy will
become knowledge intensive. The archetype of the sweaty working
American having a beer with the guys after work may be over. As the
next data points suggest, beer consumption may be more of an expe-
rience than a beverage:

m Local craft brands have beaten down microbrewers that
have sought national attention outside of their home ter-
ritories. Pete’s Brewing, a West Coast brewer, suffered a 15
percent drop in sales and was sold to Corona importer
Gambrinus Company. Sales didn’t rebound.

m According to Peter Egelston, president of Smuttynose
Brewing Co. in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, “New
England breweries will thrive in New England. Vermont
and Maine in particular are very loyal to their own native-
made products. Several years ago, West Coast breweries
began sending their excess capacity out here and got their
noses bloodied.”18

m A new category of beer is emerging: “domestic imports.”
Rather than risk large shipping costs, broken bottles, and
spoilage, foreign breweries are increasingly choosing to brew
their beer under license at American facilities. Franconia
Brewing Company, near Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, is
producing the crisp Bamberger Herren Pils under an
agreement with the Keesman Brewery in Bamberg,
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Germany. Pretzel City Brewery Company in Reading,
Pennsylvania, is brewing and kegging Bolten Alt for the
Bolten Brauerei in Dusseldorf, Germany.19

This is an interesting countertrend to the development of global
brands. For a while there, it was looking like consumers would pre-
fer giant, global brands recognized anywhere on earth. But this
trend shows that people really prefer a taste of home, especially
when it comes to beer. It’s not that beer is completely unwanted.
In fact, many consumers take it seriously, and want their beer to
represent some part of their identity.

This trend gives us greater perspective on the growing success
of microbreweries in the face of an overall flat beer market.
Although it might appear that large breweries will enter the craft-
brewing business to survive, this trend shows that the craft beer
market is tougher than it first appeared. If large companies get into
smaller brands of flavorful beer, they could be up against fierce
competition from local breweries.

This research could go on forever. At some point, you have
to take the trends you collect and build a view of the future. Let’s
recap the six trends we have so far uncovered about what is hap-
pening that will affect the future of beer.

m Beer consumption is falling in the U.S. compared with
wine and spirits—especially in the critical youth market.

m As the world transitions to a knowledge economy and
away from physical work, office workers could reach for
vodka just as soon as beer.

m Beer is going global. China may soon be the world’s
biggest market for beer, and the Irish love Budweiser.
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m Beer is also local. In addition to national and global
brands, consumers are growing more partial to locally
made microbrews.

m Packaging counts and can associate a brand’s image with
national pride as well as give it a certain status.

m Trends in diet affect beer consumption as people attend
closer to the health effects of alcohol intake.

What’s next? Now that we have collected trend data, we need
deeper insight. To get a vision of what the world will be like in
5 to 20 years, the next step is to collect and evaluate forecasts
from the experts.

CHECKLIST: Analyzing Trends

4 Start with the systems map you made. Use it to guide
you to the trends you need to follow.

4 Get acquainted with the topic through magazines and
other popular media. Look for rigorous data in peer-
reviewed journals, government reports, and in-depth
business analyses.

4 Don’t expect the experts to tell you the future. They
focus on reliable, specific data. You are the one who
puts it together to form a broader picture.

WHAT YOU CAN DO TODAY

1. If you don’t have five months to devote to trend col-
lection, start small. Get a manila folder. Once a day,
pick a trend area to look at: society, technology, econ-
omy, ecology, or politics. Look online and find one
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interesting trend a day. After two months, you’ll have
40 trends to guide you, all in just a few minutes a day.

2. To spread the work out even further, get a few col-
leagues to bring in their five favorite industry trends.
With minimal effort, you’ll collect dozens of trends to
shape your research on the future, plus you’ll lean more
of what your colleagues think is important. 

3. Start an online forum on trends. Invite colleagues to
post future trends; then invite others to discuss the
impact on them. This ensures that your company is
more aware of just what is changing and how.
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sing the best available trend data, you now know
what is happening that will affect the future of
the beer industry. You began your investigation
by creating a systems map and conducting a
search based on it in order to uncover various

trends in consumption, retailing, global markets, and packaging.
Trends alone are not enough; they only tell us what has happened
up to now. To understand what could happen next, we need to
project ourselves into the future. We need forecasts.

What Are Forecasts?
A forecast is a statement predicting what will happen in the

C H A P T E R F O U R

into the future
making judgments;
evaluating forecasts

U
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future by a certain date: “By 2018, X will take place.” For exam-
ple, “By 2018, the personal computer will only cost $50,” or “By
2018, we will be out of oil.”

You can find forecasts in the same places you find trends:
Experts comment on their fields and use their specific knowl-
edge to tell you the date by which something might happen. For
the above examples to be taken seriously, the forecasts need to
come from people who have specific information; for example,
someone who is involved in the design, manufacture, or market-
ing of computers for a major electronics firm or studies petro-
leum geology and oil reserves. Forecasting a date that is not
based on knowledge is called “guessing.”

Everybody loves forecasts. Executives believe they get to the
heart of the matter, telling them how life—or at least a certain
aspect of it—might change. For journalists, they are quotable
and punchy! For everybody, forecasts make you think. It takes
the future out of the abstract and makes it concrete. If you are
like me, you can stop pondering the effects of a trend on the
world and can rocket yourself into 2018 and take a look around,
imagining exactly what will be different. Thanks to forecasts, I
can imagine myself in the future, test that world out, and see
how I like it. If I am thinking about what the vehicle of the
future will be like and I read a forecast that says, “We’ll be out
of petroleum,” then I have to imagine some other way to run a
vehicle. No small task.

When you are trying to solve a problem relating to the future,
you need to collect forecasts to get a real view of what it will be
like. We are now entering a more dangerous, high-stakes world.
Forecasts have power, and we must be responsible when employ-
ing them. The key is to evaluate the forecasts we collect. Not all
of them carry equal weight! For example, compare the following
three forecasts relating to the energy system in Europe:
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1. By 2015, you will be able to buy either gasoline or
hydrogen at most car-refueling stations in Europe.

2. Wind power will compose 10 percent of Europe’s
energy consumption by 2020.

3. The cost of biofuels will fall sharply around 2007 and
will then account for 20 percent of European fuel
needs.

These three statements are forecasts. Two of them come
from world experts who have rigorously studied the future of
European energy systems, and one I made up off the top of my
head because it sounded plausible enough.

Can you tell which is which? Would you rely on all of these
forecasts equally? That’s the danger that comes from falling in
love with every forecast you run into—not everybody uses
equally good trend research from which to draw conclusions.
There is a difference between the pontificator, the guesser, the
amateur Nostradamus, and the subject-matter expert.
Responsible futuring must be based on the best data available
from experts, not simply personal biases and interesting reading.
I have said that forecasting the future does not come from expert
information alone. What that means is we don’t rely on experts
for our entire view of the future. However, nobody is better at
interpreting what is coming in a specific area than those who
spend their careers studying it. Go to the experts for their view
of their field, and for those of you who don’t have time or the
resources to call experts, looking up their writing on Google
works just as well. Combine several of these expert forecasts, and
compare them. Now you have a superior view of the future that
wasn’t available anywhere else! (We will explore exactly how to
do this in chapters 5 and 6.)
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So, what about those three energy forecasts? The second and
third came from a 2003 futures report by Risø National
Laboratories in Roskilde, Denmark. Risø spent many months
collecting data about the future of Europe’s energy infrastruc-
ture, specifically exploring the future of renewable energy
resources and the potential transition to a hydrogen economy
when fuel cells come on line. From their data, they were able to
generate forecasts about the consumption of wind power and
biofuels. Thus, when properly cited, they are a reliable source.
Of course, you need to bear in mind that they are not the only
source, just one with credibility.

What about my “best guess” that hydrogen will be available
at most European gas stations by 2015? I am not an expert on
energy technologies and the development of the petroleum
infrastructure in Europe. My personal guess, even if quite reason-
able, even if likely to be correct, cannot carry the credibility of
the experts. I might be right, but don’t quote me.

Be aware—many people publish similarly poor forecasts.
Such forecasts can gum up what you think about the future.
Plenty of business gurus, journalists, and other analysts quote
unreliable sources regularly when making forecasts. They try to
sway opinion with sensational forecasts without revealing their
biases or their sources. That’s why you need to be able to tell the
difference between a rigorously researched view of the future
and someone’s best guess. For forecasts, go to the experts!

One Forecast Is Good; More Are Better
If you are like most people, you are wondering about the future
of a topic that is pretty broad. Let’s say your field is health care,
and you want to know what the doctor’s office of the future will
look like. Maybe you run a bowling alley, and you want to know
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what the future of sports and leisure will be. As you know from
our discussion of systems thinking, there is a multitude of fac-
tors at play. Therefore, when collecting forecasts, you’ll be
searching out many experts from a variety of fields.

A few years ago, a client in the home-appliance field wanted
to know what the kitchen of the future would look like so the
client could think about how it might have to change its manu-
facturing or marketing practices. Based on our systems thinking,
we knew that the kitchen is made up of lots of different factors
and would be changed by many forces, including:

m Home building

m Materials

m Families

m Information technology 

m Manufacturing

Those were just a few of the major factors to explore. We began
by looking at trends in home building. We went right to the
experts. We contacted the National Association of Home Builders
(NAHB) to find out what it was forecasting about the business of
building homes. Its research showed that people would be increas-
ingly concentrated in the suburbs surrounding urban areas but
pushed farther from the city center. Because the drive time and the
traffic would be getting worse in many cities, more people would
be telecommuting. Because they would be home more often, they
would be demanding more comfort and safety in the kitchen. As a
result, the NAHB forecast that kitchens would require more infor-
mation technology—“smart appliances,” so to speak.

Remember, the association’s forecasts were not necessarily
going to be right. It too was just making an educated guess based
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on the best available data, but as a group of experts in the home-
building industry, it was the best qualified to provide forecasts
about such things as the size of the American kitchen in 2015
and what consumers were demanding in the way of technology
and so on. However, when it came to discussing the specific
information technologies that would be available for the
kitchens of 2015, it too was out of its field.

Therefore, it was time to go to experts in information tech-
nology. We looked at trends in the specific technologies that
would link up the kitchen of the future. We reasoned that com-
puter processors and networks would be the key to kitchen elec-
tronics. There would be computerized devices, and these
devices would somehow connect to either the Internet or inter-
nal networks. Therefore, we looked to the experts in these
fields—semiconductor manufacturers, experts in Internet archi-
tecture, and members of the Consumer Electronics Association
as well as the association itself. These member companies were
the ones that would be making the products of the future, and
they could tell us specifically what was coming down the line.

We learned about miniaturization and cheaper and more
powerful wireless networks. Packaging would likely use radio-
frequency ID tags to tell the fridge what it was. In other words,
most of the devices would be talking to each other about what
was in the kitchen. Most important, the home would run its own
computer network, which would coordinate all of the devices in
the home. Through IT, the smart home was on the way.

The final product was a series of scenarios that showed how
the family of the future, informed by multiple expert forecasts,
would use the kitchen of the future. Trends and forecasts indi-
cated that the kitchen would be even more the center of the
home than it already was and just as important to home health
care as the bathroom. Many of the devices would work in a
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network, even able to know when the family needed more milk
and bread—because the packages were talking to the fridge.
Biosensors would pick up the odor of rotten food. The kitchen
network would compare your food allergies with what was in
the house and coordinate that information with any medica-
tions family members were taking (the medicine cabinet would
also be digitized, which would help reduce errors).

Based on this information, our overall view of the kitchen of
the future is that with all the technologies that will be available
to it, it is likely that several kitchen devices will manage infor-
mation to keep you and your family healthier and safer.

These forecasts were not available from any one expert. We
had to combine the forecasts of many experts to derive a more
complete view of the future. Experts will generally have a
good idea of what the future of their own fields or industries
will be like, but to envision its effects on you, you must com-
bine multiple views.

Back to Beer: Forecasting the Future
To illustrate how you can use forecasts, let’s go back to our test
case, the future of beer. You will notice that there are typically
fewer forecasts than trends. Typically, there are only so many
experts willing to take a public stand, so the job of finding the
opinions of the thought leaders is a little easier. I discovered
these forecasts in the exact same places as I found the trend
data—publications specializing in the brewing industry, such as
Modern Brewery Age and All About Beer, as well as some articles
from the Associated Press and even a report on agriculture from
the provincial government of Alberta.

The experts underlined two major forecasts:

1. China will soon be the world’s biggest market for beer.
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2. As the youth market dissipates, future generations may
not view beer as their favorite alcoholic beverage.

China I understand, but college kids not drinking beer—what
kind of crazy talk is this? Let’s look closer at the specific fore-
casts I uncovered for China:

m China will soon be the world’s largest beer market in
terms of volume and growth.1

m China is poised to overtake the United States as the
world’s number one beer market, to happen “sometime
before the next century begins.”2

Decision News Media published these forecasts from
China’s Brewing Industry Association. That’s big news.
However, the fact that American kids are turning away from
beer while the Chinese are just warming up their taste buds
could have serious implications for the industry. It is obvious
that breweries need to consider exporting to China. It is not
impossible that the major breweries will find themselves in a sit-
uation similar to the big tobacco companies, which are less con-
cerned about antismoking laws in America because Asian
markets are expanding so rapidly.

It is not, however, clear how the Chinese would translate
“Miller Time.” Consider what happened when the Kentucky
Fried Chicken slogan “Finger Lickin’ Good” became “Makes
You Eat Your Fingers Off” in China. It was not a successful cam-
paign. At this point, we can’t be certain how American beer will
play in China over the long term, but because it will be the
world’s biggest market for beer, advertisers should brush up on
their Mandarin. Here’s another forecast:
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m To really exploit the potential of genetic modification in
beer, researchers will need to deepen their expertise in
proteomics, finding the exact genotypes/phenotypes to
modify and ultimately make barley, rice, and hops more
hardy, nutritious, etc.3

This forecast comes from the provincial government of
Alberta. Alberta grows a significant amount of grain for the
brewing industry, so it is crucial for Alberta to know what will
happen next in the industry. It is saying that to take real advan-
tage of biotechnology, the brewing industry will need more data
about the genetics of grain in order to make genetically modi-
fied versions of barley, rice, and hops that could be healthier and
cheap to produce. The government agency didn’t give any dates,
but it said that the field needs more expertise before we will see
any advances from biotechnology.

If you go back to Chapter 3, you will see I downplay the role
of biotechnology in coming years. Even experts are hard-pressed
to give dates when things will be different for beer because of
biotechnology. If somebody took a chance and said, “By 2015,
biotech will allow us to develop hardy crops of wheat that will
grow anywhere, even in the desert, for 10 percent of the price
of today’s varieties,” my ears would perk up and I would take
notice. On the other hand, a vague forecast that someday pro-
teomics and genomics (the science of genes and how they make
proteins) will be important isn’t exciting.

Drat. I was looking forward to someone telling me that
genetic modification would mean that by 2014 we could have
designed a beer to help us lose weight. The experts just don’t see
it. I guess I will just have to jog more.

Now here’s a forecast about the effect of future generations
on the beer industry:
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m Peter V. K. Reid, editor of Modern Brewery Age, said,
“The next generation of drinkers may find martinis
ridiculously fey and wine foolishly pretentious. But a
generation is a long time to wait, so the big brewers had
better start reinventing themselves now.”

Mr. Reid has no trend data to suggest that drinkers will
suddenly reject wine and spirits. If anything, the lack of
acceptance of wine in America before the late 1990s has much
more to do with the inexperience of American wineries; high
tariffs on French wine; and the absence of up-and-coming
producers in Chile, Australia, and New Zealand. Because the
choice is available, there is little to support a forecast that
makes a case for wine and spirits falling out of favor. Here is
a supporting forecast:

m In March 2005, the Wall Street Journal cited a Morgan
Stanley survey suggesting that for the next five years
sales of wine would rise 3.5 percent per year, sales of
spirits would rise 2 percent, and beer sales would rise
just 0.5 percent.4

This short-range forecast from the financial world supports
the notion that the recent boom in wine and spirits is not just a
fad. Beer will have strong competition for at least half a decade,
possibly much longer. Although this was the only market fore-
cast that was available, because it comes from Morgan Stanley,
a source I have found very reliable, I tend to take it seriously. It
will be advising people to invest in the beverage industry, and
although I am not sure exactly how it arrived at this calculation,
it lines up with the market trend research we conducted. Wine
and spirits will likely take market share from beer as a result.
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Putting the Data Together
Now that we can compare and contrast the opposing view-
points of experts on a subject, it is time to put all these data
together and look at how to determine the implications of all
the data we have collected.

CHECKLIST: Forecasts

4 Make sure you are getting forecasts from the best
experts around. Know who the opinion leaders are in
your industry. See what they think is going to happen.
Check the keynotes at your professional conferences
and look for other articles they have written.

4 Check up on the experts! Because you also collect
trends in other areas, make sure that any expert fore-
cast lines up with other things going on in the world.

WHAT YOU CAN DO TODAY

1. When you look for trends in magazines, reports, and
elsewhere, make sure to also look for forecasts. They
usually have a date attached to them: 2015, 2020, 2030.

2. Keep a list of the most important forecasts from
experts. You can make a time line using these dates—
2010, 2015, 2020—which will help you see what the
future might look like at a glance.

3. If the experts in your field have not published any fore-
casts, call them! Primary research like this can be just
as effective as what you get from published sources.
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o what? What if? What else?” Now that we
have done the grunt work of futures research—
collecting the best available trends and evaluat-
ing the forecasts of the world’s experts—we
need to be certain that we fully understand the

implications: What exactly does all this research mean? The
components of our study might be loaded with implications for
the future, but after all that work is done, what are its implica-
tions for the top line? Is a crisis looming or an untapped oppor-
tunity begging for decisive action? What specifically might
change? All futures analysis comes down to its applicability to
today’s decisions. Here are some questions to ask:

C H A P T E R F I V E

strategic 
implications
what the future 
means to you

“S
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m Does the future suggest we have new competitors who
may take business from us? Are we no longer the only
game in town?

m Are the customers the same? Are there more or fewer
customers?

m Does this scenario suggest that new regulations are
coming down the pike? Is there some public policy we
should try to influence? 

m How will this future affect second- and third-world
nations, as well as industrialized countries?

m Are there any new liabilities waiting for us?

Without the ability to apply an analysis of the future to a strate-
gic plan, futures research may still be entertaining—interesting to
know what our kids might be facing when they run the world—
but businesspeople need to make practical day-to-day, year-to-year
decisions. To do this they must fully understand the implications—
what their research truly means—for the future of their businesses.

Not All Implications Are Equal
Why must we spell out the implications of our research even to
ourselves? Aren’t they obvious? There are a couple of answers
to this basic question. 

First, no, implications are not always obvious. The majority
of people in an organization might be reading about trends and
might be tracking some specific changes, but that won’t neces-
sarily lead to an understanding of what the future will hold. It
isn’t until all the information is together—until it is supercon-
nected—that the threats and opportunities become evident.
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Think about it. Most leaders I know read several newspapers,
news magazines, and industry trade tabloids, and they attend
several conferences a year. They have significant human intelli-
gence networks, people at all levels of their industry they can
turn to and from whom they can get the latest industry news.
Even small-business owners have subscriptions to Economist and
BusinessWeek to keep current.

Second, implications by their nature may suggest that some
sort of shake-up is in the offing. They may even be threatening
prophecies! Some of us prefer the ostrich approach; others tend
to see the future in rosier terms and view forecasts of systemic
change as overblown or exaggerated.

Deciphering the Real from the Spurious
Not every implication is really about “The Future.”

Implications are “the good stuff” of futures work, but under-
standing what they mean and which are “real” is not always easy.
It takes a little practice and a little skill. That’s why not all
reports claiming to tell you about The Future provide useful
information.

At many conferences, you’ll find some keynote speech,
breakout session, or workshop on the future of the ________
industry. Come hear about the future of food safety! The future
of pharmaceuticals! The future of baseball! Chances are what
you hear at these sessions contains more information about the
present than the future. That is because identifying implications
is tricky business, and many presenters do not have the benefit
of a rigorous futures methodology. They fall back on “conclu-
sions” and “implications” that are not really about the future.

Here are three classic “implications” you should not take
seriously:
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1. TOMORROW WILL BE MORE COMPETITIVE THAN EVER

This is a classic. Useless, but classic. Any student of history
knows that humans are pretty competitive. The less competitive
are stomped on. Athens and Sparta were pretty competitive. The
Maori islanders beat up on other less competitive Polynesians.
During the first wave of conquest, the Spanish and the
Portuguese were at each other’s throats in every way possible,
but especially economically. In the nineteenth century, the
British economy competed with just about everyone. Back in the
1980s, the Japanese juggernaut was fiercely gnawing at our steel;
semiconductor; and, of course, automobile industries. Do you
really believe that at any time in history people were just sitting
on their butts? The notion that yesterday’s business environ-
ment was placid and wonderful, like a weekend at your fishing
camp; that today is normal; and that tomorrow will be ultracom-
petitive is useless and even dangerous.

To say that competition will come from unlikely places, such
as El Salvador, rather than Germany, is interesting. Simply say-
ing competition will be tougher is not. The ambitious have been
looking to get ahead throughout civilization, and there are thou-
sands of historical anecdotes to prove it.

Competition is only an interesting implication when it changes
suddenly and fundamentally—like an exponential growth in com-
petitors because the capital equipment required for entry fell to
the point where small and medium businesses could afford it. In
music, professional recordings can now be made with $1,000 in
equipment, whereas previously it took $100,000 to cut an album
in a studio. That’s an implication. When you can get into the steel
industry with a small-business loan of only $300,000, as opposed
to $300 million, now we’re talking radical new competition. Don’t
just tell me—or yourself—that tomorrow’s competitor is going to
be “fiercer.” Ask why it will be fiercer.
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2. IN THE FUTURE, WE WILL BE MORE EFFICIENT.
STREAMLINING IS KEY!

Here is another nonstarter. Wow, you say the future will be
more efficient; the future is all about streamlined processes. No,
it’s not. That implication comes from a mind that cannot grasp
the future. It essentially says that tomorrow will be just like
today, only a little quicker. History tells us that all technical and
social changes ensure greater efficiency. Steam power was more
efficient than water power. Mass production was more efficient
than handicrafts. That’s a characteristic of all economic activ-
ity—to achieve greater profits from streamlined processes.

For that reason, efficiency by itself is not much of an implica-
tion—but definitely give me a call when you are about to shave 90
percent off production time or triple the speed of research and
development. When you are talking about the future of pharma-
ceuticals, let me know when all of a sudden the time it takes to
develop a drug drops from 15 years to 5 years; then the strategists
will have something to worry about. On the other hand, when
everyone in the company gets the latest version of Microsoft Office
and thus shaves three months off the total time it takes to develop
and launch a product due, that is not nearly as interesting.

3. THIS NEW GADGET MEANS THE FUTURE IS 
ACTUALLY HERE!

I have heard this one enough times that I actually wanted to
rush to the podium and hit the speaker with a rubber chicken.
The future is not now. Now is now. The future is later, and these
days it is probably going to be weirder than we can imagine. I
never want to hear that because of some miracle innovation
“the future is already here.”

I remember attending a conference on food safety where in
a breakout session discussing the future one of the speakers
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displayed her company’s products to show how the future was
ensuring more control of bacteria in chicken processing . . .
TODAY! That’s right folks; you can streamline your processes
and make sure you are in regulatory compliance with today’s
technology! No need to wait.

This was offensive on several levels. Not only was it gauche
for her to speak to an audience of her peers and use it as an
opportunity to sell, but, more important, the speaker was so
entranced by her product that she seemed unable to imagine any
technologies that would be available in 10 years to change the
food production industry, that is, the actual future. In fact, ques-
tions from the audience about the role of biotechnology in the
food industry were met with blank stares and more sales pitches
about the implications of today’s technologies.

People are often so entranced by how much has changed dur-
ing their careers that they hesitate to imagine further changes.
This is why many people spend their time looking at the deeper
implications of the changes of the last 10 years. This is not with-
out value; you need to know what has already happened, but it
is equally important to consider what we are going to do with
all of today’s technologies—how are they still changing us.
There is so much going on right now, and we are still feeling the
strategic impact of past innovations that it is very useful to con-
sider the tactical implications of the next few years on techno-
logical changes to our industries.

This is another reason why in studying the future your time
frame should range from 5 to 20 years. If you start examining
the next one to five years, you will probably be sucked into a tac-
tical discussion and be dissuaded from exploring fundamental
strategic changes. There is nothing wrong with exploring the
near term—tactics are how we actually make money and execute
today’s policies—but if it’s a strategic decision, you should be
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looking five or more years into the future, out to a place beyond
your comfort zone, but where you can let your imagination have
more power. Also, if you run a small business, 5 to 20 years in
the future is likely when you plan to sell your business and retire.
Your life of well-earned leisure is at stake.

Now that we know what implications aren’t, let’s look at the
tools we need to discover what they are.

Tools for Extracting the “Real” Implications
This is the dramatic, fun part, where we take the special knowl-
edge gathered from your study and find new ways to combine it
to see if some threat or opportunity looms. The excitement
comes from uncovering knowledge that may not have been obvi-
ous without this kind of study. With this new knowledge, you can
prepare a vigorous response rather than a haphazard one.

This is the creative part, certainly, but it is based on a method-
ology that ensures consistency from project to project.

The Futures Wheel
Jerry Glenn, head of the United Nations University Millennium
Project and author of State of the Future, was just a graduate stu-
dent when he gave this tool to the futures community—a visual
of a wheel showing how one change, one driver, one trend, one
technology is so interconnected that it changes the future of
everything around it. 

The real usefulness of the Futures Wheel is that it shows the
many layers of implications inherent in every change. The pri-
mary implications are the most obvious—changes that occur
specifically because of the driver being analyzed. However, those
secondary and tertiary changes are the ones that sneak up on us.
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My favorite example of multiple implications is the impact
that the mass production of automobiles had. For example, it:

m Kept me from knowing my grandparents well

m Put about 10 pounds on my gut

m Helped my high school classmates have sex

How? Let’s explore how you go from the car to obesity and
teen sex by looking at Figure 5–1.

Look how multiple levels of implications stem from any one
development. The introduction of the automobile to modern
society leads to families that are more isolated, obesity, and a
change in sexual behavior. How?
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FIGURE 5–1. Futures wheel: implications of the mass-produced car.
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1. THE MASS-PRODUCED AUTOMOBILE LOOSENED 
FAMILY TIES

The car loosened family ties because it came at a time when mul-
tiple generations of families lived together, often under the same
roof. Married couples, babies, kids, and grandma and/or grandpa
likely lived in the same house, offering support, sharing wisdom,
cooking meals together (and, if modern sensibilities have any
connection to the past, probably driving everybody a little bit
crazy). For thousands of years, we grew up under the watchful
eyes of our elders in small, dense pedestrian cities or with our
family members in far-flung farming communities. No technolo-
gies really changed this pattern for millennia.

Enter the mass-produced automobile and a well-constructed
road system to match. Suddenly, especially in America, city
planning changed dramatically. With reliable cars affordable by
many, you could get to work on time from places farther away.
Add to this the swelling population of the postwar nation, and
the result was cities that grew to include suburbs. Finally, the
stresses between sons and mothers-in-law, or tension simmer-
ing between mothers and daughters-in-law, could be defused as
cheap land became accessible away from the city center.

This led to the nuclear family, for the first time just mom,
dad, and the kids. No grandma in sight—she could finally
afford her own place. This glut in real estate made possible by
the car gave older couples their privacy. Visits to grandma’s
became events, as young people were now typically separated
from daily contact with their elders.

2. THE AUTOMOBILE LED TO SEDENTARY LIFESTYLES

Prior to the notion of “a car in every garage,” people either lived
within walking distance to their workplaces (or schools) or they
were not far from a train, trolley, or bus that would carry them
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part of the way. Today, as more of us live in the suburbs or in
the “exurban” countryside outside of cities, we can expect one
to three hours a day in our cars, depending on the number of
errands we run or where we work.

Talk about building machines to ensure a sedentary life—the
interior of a well-appointed Lexus SUV has comfy leather seats,
multizone climate control, a nice sound system, and even a
DVD player. It’s nicer than some living rooms.

Therefore, mass-produced cars = suburbs = more time com-
muting = less walking = I should lay off the barbeque chips if I
want to lose those 10 pounds.

3. THE MASS-PRODUCED AUTOMOBILE LED TO
UNPRECEDENTED PRIVACY, EVEN FOR TEENS

When mass-produced automobiles infiltrated the middle class,
for the first time in history, technology provided the means for
teenagers to speed away from the watchful eye of their elders.
Consider how the automobile altered American courtship rit-
uals. The notion of courting a girl on the porch became anti-
quated, and the modern notion of “the date” evolved. The car
gave teenagers privacy for the first time in history. Hence, the
sexual connotation of the phrase “in the backseat.”

Secondary and Tertiary Implications in Action: The PC
A key concept is the idea of secondary and tertiary implications,
second- and third-order effects of trends or events. Because the
world is superconnected, nothing changes just one aspect of life;
the effects ripple out. Many people consider the first level of
change but don’t look deeper. Being a good strategic planner
involves thinking beyond the obvious impact of change to see
just how life could be different in its broadest sense.
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To see how this kind of thinking works, let’s examine the
impact of cheap transistors and the deeper impact of the per-
sonal computer on our lives.

TREND DRIVER: SMALLER, CHEAPER TRANSISTORS

m Primary Implication: Desktop computer invented

m Secondary Implication: Word processing available on
every desk, more executives expected to communicate
using desktop

m Tertiary Implication: “Typing pools,” generally composed
of women, became a thing of the past; not simply
drudges in the workplace; freer to progress up the lad-
der of success in a knowledge economy

We know the story of the computer chip and that it ulti-
mately changed business, but, through the lens of multiple lev-
els of implications, watch how one technology changes how
society behaves. Consider what the desktop computer really
meant for business around the world.

The desktop computer isn’t just important for bringing pro-
cessing power to companies—mainframe computers had been
doing that for years. Their real impact was elsewhere. Desktop
computers led executives to type their own letters and memos,
making typing pools an anachronism, which led to changes in
the role of women in the workplace. No longer relegated to
typing all day, but still a basic part of office life, women were
free to take on roles of greater responsibility, moving the office
a step further away from the Old Boys’ Club.

Without question, the increased role of women in the work-
place was also due to 100 years of universal suffrage, the role of
women during World War II, and feminism. The personal
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computer, word-processing software, and MS-DOS removed
one last vestige of women working purely as administrative
drudges. Today, as global economies are more about knowledge
than dragging sheet steel around a factory, the role of women
is increasing in many industries.

This brings us back to the concept of interconnection. The
implications of a new technology go far beyond the initial mar-
ket for that technology because the world is interconnected. It’s
also why good futures analysis depends on a rigorous examina-
tion of both technological and social trends—the trends tend to
shape each other. New technologies change how people behave,
and changed people tend to seek new technologies.

Think about it. Why, for example, would someone develop a
Blackberry handheld e-mail device if executives all relied on
their secretaries to do the typing? First, there had to be the
“emancipation” of the executive to write his or her own letters
with a PC, then e-mail communications took over for letters and
memos, and only then did telecommunications companies
develop the Blackberry. It is difficult to envision the develop-
ment of such a device if you remain stuck on the idea, “You don’t
understand; executives aren’t like that. They depend on their
administrative assistants to write for them.”

YOU TRY IT: USING THE FUTURES WHEEL

So let’s try a Futures Wheel ourselves, using a “wild-card
event”—something that is unlikely, but with high impact—as
the basis for this exercise: What are the primary, secondary, and
tertiary implications of a sudden increase in the price of gas to
US$10 per gallon in the United States?

Let us imagine that several factors converge to slash the
supply of oil to the United States: Hurricanes take out the
Gulf Coast petroleum infrastructure, America is in an armed
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conflict with Venezuela, and Saudi Arabia begins to divert
much more of its production to China. A “perfect storm” of
factors work to make the average price of a gallon of regular
unleaded $10 at the pump. What are the far-reaching impli-
cations, beyond the first level of reactions? We know that
prices will go up for goods that need to be shipped (almost
everything) and that people will likely start carpooling. We
know that Detroit will start making smaller cars and that per-
haps the salesperson at the Hummer dealership will be lonely.

What are the implications for pharmaceuticals if gas prices
shoot through the roof? How about real estate agents? A group
of business students at American University did this exercise. You
would think they worked for petroleum industry think tanks,
given their insightful responses:

m Real estate prices would increase in downtown areas—
commuting gets expensive!

m There would be more public transportation, even for
the upper middle classes—the bus will no longer have a
“working-class” air about it.

m French “Smart Cars” would be imported (these anti-
SUVs would make golf carts look like M1 tanks).

m There would be less obesity from increased walking.

Cross-Impact Analysis
The Futures Wheel is great, but what if you have many differ-
ent trends to deal with and you want to do a rigorous analysis?
If you don’t want to miss details, a chart technique called cross-
impact analysis is a way to make sure you take every trend seri-
ously and look for unique combinations that might otherwise
escape you. Let’s look at the future of cereal production.
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Increasing 
Increased globalization of Aging 
processing power cereals production population

Increased 
processing power X

Increasing 
globalization 
of cereals 
production X

Aging population x

This tool makes you check every trend, forecast, or wild-card
against every other one uncovered in the course of your analy-
sis. In the above example, you will be forced to consider:

Increased processing power + Global cereals 
production = ???

Increased processing + Aging population = ???

Global cereals production + Aging population = ???

Some of these combinations may not yield brilliant insights,
as the aging populations may not have much to do with wheat
production in Mongolia. (What if retirees could do high-tech
farming? It might not be a strange combo after all.) Don’t be
constrained by analyzing only global issues. These techniques
work just as well for the tactical details of your business. The
point is that you want to expand your thinking so you consider
possibilities of all kinds. The future is usually stranger than we
expect it to be, so it pays to start with weird combinations.

Structure Your Thinking
Reading something about the future that has clear strategic
implications for your business can leave you saying, “This
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changes everything.” Of course, it won’t help to think you have
to change “everything.” You can’t suddenly do that. That is
why it is important to have a filter for evaluating implications.

Now, go back to STEEP analysis. It’s a simple, easy-to-
remember structure for examining what something means.

Society—Will this affect people? What about family
structure? Will work life change?

Technology—Does this development imply that a new tech-
nology will become available? Will it eclipse an existing
technology? Increase the market for other technologies?
How will R&D need to react?

Economics—Will this change most businesses? How about
governments—will they need to alter their fiscal policies?
Will consumers act differently as a result?

Ecology—What are the implications for the natural sys-
tems that support us? Will this change reduce the
impact of human activity on the ecosystem? Will it
cause a new stress? Does this change represent the tip-
ping point that will make us see the damage being done
to ecosystems?

Politics—How will this driver change governance? Will
it alter election dynamics? Change the type of leader-
ship? Will new groups begin to exert force on the gov-
ernment?

Now that you are able to think systemically, collect trends,
evaluate expert forecasts, and fathom the implications of your
discoveries, you can assemble scenarios that tell the real story.
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CHECKLIST: Implications

4 Now that you know which trends are most important,
ask, So what? What if? and What else? Don’t just settle
for interesting data; ask yourself specifically how the
change could affect your business. 

4 Focus especially on the potential customers, competi-
tors, and new technologies. The implications to worry
about are the ones so big it will take time to affect the
appropriate change in your company.

4 Avoid incremental thinking about implications. Look
beyond simple conclusions such as, “the world will be
more competitive.” Thing big, think strange!

4 Go back to your STEEP thinking when interpreting
the impact of trends. Think about how trends and fore-
casts will change society, technology, economics, ecol-
ogy, and politics. Don’t just think about your own
situation; think broadly.

4 Use tools such as the Futures Wheel and cross-impact
analysis to make sure you are thinking broadly and
about the interconnection of lots of trends. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO TODAY

1. Implications are really a team sport. Once you have
your trends and forecasts collected, figuring out what
it means depends on a variety of personalities and expe-
riences. If you’re a small business, you may be on your
own, or need to consult a trusted adviser. For larger
groups, collect your trend data in one place and give it
to a group of 5 to 10 people to get impressions of what
the strategic effects could be. 
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2. The Futures Wheel is a great way to lead meetings
about implications. Make your own wheel, put a trend
or forecast in the center, and then ask your team to
work together on what will be changing. Ask your col-
leagues to look at first-, second-, and third-order
effects. Society and technology count equally here!

3. If you want to dive deeper, put together a big chart for
cross-impact analysis. Take a large piece of poster
paper, and chart all of your trends. Write down how
they interact on an individual basis. This is one way to
get hundreds of strategic insights all in one place. Leave
it up next to the coffeemaker and generate some discus-
sions about what’s next.
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ow you now know what is coming, and,
through your analysis of implications, you
know more about what it means. However,
implications are abstract concepts that are
useful in developing strategy. You can list

and even explain them to others and tell them exactly what to
look out for, but this doesn’t always make an impression.

Actually, that makes sense. Which is better: a list of impli-
cations about the future of packaging technology or the fol-
lowing description?

May 12, 2017. Around breakfast time.
Anytown, USA:

C H A P T E R S I X

N

scenario 
generation
drawing a picture 
of the future
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Because today’s milk bottles are made
from a self-sterilizing, self-cleaning
nanomaterial, we never throw them away;
we always take the bottle back to the
store. It saves us a buck. Plus, the
Fresh-Sense™ coating on the interior
glows blue when the milk is turning, so
we always know if it’s bad before we
pour it on our cereal.

There’s a significant amount of data packed in that little
vignette, which is based on forecasts about nanotechnology,
materials science, sustainability, information technology, retail-
ing, and food. Just making a list of trends about those six sectors
is important, but for many of us, it doesn’t catch our attention
until we can put it all together into a simple, clear, well-founded
scenario showing how people will act in the future.

Abstract is good, but a quick scene about how in 2021 there
are three times as many competitors in your industry, requiring
you to merge with your biggest rival in order to survive—that’s
more bracing than a strong cup of espresso.

Draw a Mental Image
If you present chunks of data, even about a topic someone cares
about, frequently the person will soon forget those bits of data.
However, a good story, one with memorable characters, maybe
even a funny punch line—that’s something that people can walk
away with and tell their friends. Stories are the most powerful
communication tool we have. According to neuroscientists and
developmental psychologists, we are able to start writing analyt-
ically, on average, by age eight, whereas there is evidence to sug-
gest that children are able to start telling narrative stories to
themselves and others by age two. The ability to refer important
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information to other humans through a narration appears to be
deeply imbedded in what it means to be human. To communi-
cate our ideas about the future to our colleagues, we must mas-
ter the ability to do it in a way that doesn’t get lost in the cloud
of other minutiae they must remember.

Let’s take the looming crisis in health care as an example of
how scenarios can communicate a situation more powerfully
than data alone. To begin, the following is one way you might
present trends that will affect the future of health care, in no
particular order:

m The cost is increasing.

m The Baby Boomers will be the largest group of people
over 65 in American history.

m The Indian middle class is growing.

m Outsourcing overseas is increasing as a strategy to keep
costs low.

m Diagnostic equipment is falling in price and is increas-
ingly connected to the Internet.

Let us say that you put this list in front of the senior VP of
strategy at your company. Do you think she will jump out of her
chair? I’ll bet she will mix it up with all the other observations
about the world she has to deal with, because there’s nothing
there that will keep her from thinking about more immediate
concerns, like implementing the launch of the latest piece of
equipment. Work at a small company? Your boss will likely say
the same thing. There’s no wow factor, yet. These are interest-
ing observations, but the information by itself is so abstract that
it isn’t useful as a strategic tool.
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However, when the trends are crafted into a scenario of the
future, a story jumps out:

2013: America, fiscally burdened by the
cost of its massive retired population,
begins to outsource some health care
duties to doctors in India. “Telemedical”
remote diagnostic machines, located in
American clinics, take readings to doc-
ument a patient’s symptoms and vital
signs. Much of the mundane work of the
primary care physician is outsourced
using the Internet, although tough cases
are still referred to American special-
ists. Thousands of American health care
jobs are lost, but costs are finally
being cut and health care outcomes are
at least as good as before.

Now that story should give health care executives something
to ponder. When translated into a story, the trend data takes on
a life of its own. It is no longer about abstract concepts; it gen-
erates curiosity. When reading a story about other people (or
companies or nations), curiosity is almost instantly piqued
because the story challenges our assumptions about the people
of the future. Instead of a ho-hum response, it elicits provoca-
tive questions such as:

m What do you mean, “America is fiscally burdened”?
How bad?

m Is telemedicine really a big deal? When did it get
important?

m Could foreign countries compete in our health care
market—from abroad?
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m How many jobs are being lost overseas? Does that affect
our economy even further?

Though it may not turn out exactly like that in 2013, the
implications of that story as it develops will change how the exec-
utive thinks about the coming competitive pressures on the
industry. Now there are specific questions to track:

m Is globalization going to affect the American hospital?

m Are we investing enough in innovative information
technologies? What about our competitors?

m Will foreign medical students who come to America
stay, or will they be better able to practice in their
home countries?

m How much pressure is the retirement of the Baby
Boomers going to put on health care practices? Can we
minimize the discomfort by planning for it?

These are essential questions, and it’s the story that gets
the message across.

BRING SCENARIOS TO LIFE WITH DETAILS

Scenarios are especially powerful when we make them about
people instead of trends. Trends are abstract observations about
how the world is changing. A TV show about abstract trends
would bomb in the ratings, but scenarios about individuals in
the future making decisions based on all the constraints of their
lives can be engaging. When we visit people out where they
live, in the future, we get a chance to look around and really
think about what their assumptions about life are, to see if any-
thing has changed.
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One of the tricks is to show the reader what is “normal” in
the future. Futurist Joe Coates talks about his old trick of think-
ing about the burglar of the future to explore the future of crime
or of the house:

I ask myself, what would a burglar be going
through if he was robbing a house in 2018? How
did he get into the house? Are there sophisticated
security systems, such as motion detectors? Are
they cheap enough for anyone to buy? What kinds
of goods will be available then? Are televisions out-
dated, having given way to built-in wall plasma
screens? Will it be possible to steal them and sell
them at the fence? Has the police force become any
more sophisticated about catching criminals, so
that burglary is a very risky proposition?1

Two things happen when you put yourself in the shoes of the
burglar of the future. First, you must consider the superconnec-
tion among all the trends you have studied and think deeply about
all the ways the home of the future will interact with different
changes in the world. Second, you must consider all the assump-
tions that the burglar of the future has. What does he find com-
monplace? What would be old-fashioned? What is very new?

We think about the burglar of the future to escape one of the
biggest traps we can fall into when thinking about the future—
assuming that people in the future will think about life exactly
as we do. Every generation thinks different facets of life are
“normal” in ways that would make previous generations wonder
how we could even belong to the same species. Just imagine the
shocking things we, in the United States, find normal that our
grandparents would find strange:
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m Women regularly work outside the home.

m People of different religions often marry without
causing riots.

m World travel on aircraft is fairly commonplace for the
middle class.

m Owning three cars isn’t impossible for a middle-class
family of three.

Think about how many decisions we make differently than our
grandparents did because of these assumptions. Vacation in Paris
even though you are a schoolteacher: Why not? Buy your son a
car so he can get around easier: No reason not to. Remember, it
would have been an unthinkable future to your grandparents
when they were growing up. Perhaps this explains why they have
always looked at us kind of funny.

Don’t forget that these attitudes about the future apply going
forward as well as looking back; future generations will make
different decisions based on the constraints and freedoms of
their lives, not ours. Some goods will be cheaper, others more
expensive. Some experiences will be commonplace, others a
reminder of a distant past. Don’t get caught in the trap of assum-
ing that future generations will think as you do.

ROLE PLAYING BRINGS THE FUTURE HOME

Even in live settings, not just reports, making a scenario come
to life through individual characters makes the future more
vivid for all involved. Executives from a semiconductor com-
pany were asked to role-play about the work lives of different
people on different continents; each executive got a different
role to play.
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As luck would have it, the man asked to play a 14-year-old
boy from Qatar, raised in a conservative Muslim family, was the
most conservative person in the group. He was asked to imag-
ine himself inside the mind of this boy, watching the headlines
today, living the life of a modern Muslim affected by globaliza-
tion just as we all are, and imagine how that young man might
look for work and how it would affect his family life.

Given a three-by-five-inch card with the boy’s vital statistics
and cultural assumptions written on it, the executive really inhab-
ited the boy’s life, explaining how this boy was likely to be a
breadwinner for the family soon, did not hate Western countries
or their corporations, and might consider working for a company
that moved to Qatar. He explained how the boy had to balance
his job prospects with his duty to family and to Allah, giving spe-
cific reasons why he might support or object to Western business
in the area. It was fascinating to watch someone who probably
had not thought deeply about how modern Muslims make their
decisions. But after stepping into the person’s shoes, he suddenly
understood exactly what it was to balance family, religion, and
commerce from an Islamic perspective.

Applying a Scenario
Choose your own adventure—construct an alternative future to
understand all the available options. It is important to under-
stand that creating scenarios cannot just be about putting infor-
mation into one plausible story about the future. That’s because
we can’t actually know the future (which is obvious, really), and
so to pretend that there is one future more likely than any other
is very dangerous. After all, if you are wrong about key details,
and that’s likely in a fast-paced world, then people may think you
are a fraud at worst, mistaken and unreliable at best.
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The point is not that there is one future, but that there are
multiple alternative futures, a number of scenarios constructed
from the trends driving change in the world. By knowing the
potential futures, we can then make smarter choices for our
organizations and ourselves. Moreover, these decisions based on
multiple scenarios change how we make decisions, and thus
change the future. It is a constant feedback loop between look-
ing at the future and changing it.

Avoid Pollyannaism: Consider the Alternatives
Wait! I can write a scenario of the future my bosses will love. This is
one reason why multiple scenarios are necessary. In many orga-
nizations, there is a tremendous temptation to look at a variety
of trends and combine them into a comfortable vision of the
future, especially a normative future where everything works out
okay. Perhaps you have seen this type of future scenario in a
vision statement for a company:

2020: Through ingenuity and diligence,
ACME Corporation has become first-in-
class in its industry, burying all rivals,
and delighting the world with a variety
of products and services, providing
value to all stakeholders. ACME has
learned to master globalization, a
changing workforce, new competitors,
retirement of most of its senior staff
back in 2013, and some major historical
events to become one of the world’s most
esteemed companies.

Sounds great, doesn’t it? In this loosely constructed scenario,
the company envisions a future in which it masterfully met all
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the challenges. Nobody will get in trouble for posting this sce-
nario in the break room.

This kind of scenario generation is useless, unless it is
thought of as a vision statement. Any useful study involves mul-
tiple views of the future: some positive, some undesirable, some
completely marginal and unsurprising, and others that ponder
what life would be like if some wild-card event took place. This
is called the theory of alternative futures, originally advanced by
Herman Kahn of the RAND Corporation, a think tank that
works closely with the Pentagon.

The value of having multiple future scenarios is twofold:

1. They communicate a large amount of trend data in an
easy-to-digest story format.

2. They present multiple stories that show how the preva-
lence of different trends could make the future go a
number of different ways.

All scenarios should be constructed based on multiple trend
areas—in other words, don’t just make one change at a time, for
example, custom-made plastics or free telephone service; show
your audience (or yourself) a world where many things have
changed. This illustrates the effects of superconnection and
demonstrates the depth of trend research. For example, when you
write a scenario about the future of air travel, you unveil trends in:

m Aircraft (How are we flying?)

m Economics (Do people have more money to travel?)

m Food packaging (What kinds of food can be delivered,
hot and fresh, to passengers?)

m Materials science (Are the seats any more comfortable?)
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These are the trend data you are trying to detail. In a scenario
about these trends, you might tell a story about a middle-class
family in New Delhi in 2024 boarding a microairframe shuttling
50 people from India to San Francisco. The shuttle serves fresh,
delicious vegetarian dishes. In this way, you are able to synthe-
size all your research in one elegant phrase.

Scenarios at Work: Broad and Focused
There are multiple ways to write scenarios to present different
points of view. Sometimes leaders need to see the broadest pos-
sible trends. In other situations, industry-specific detailed views
are more helpful. Here are some examples.

BROAD SCENARIOS

Typically, broad scenarios are better for large issues, such as
questions about how to position a company or agency strategi-
cally for the long term. Larger questions go beyond today’s com-
petitors to wider concerns, such as:

m Are we ready for a Gen X client base? In addition, are
we prepared to recruit our employees from that gener-
ation? What do we have to offer?

m Can we handle eventual competitors from China and
India?

m Will Africa eventually modernize to the point that it will
have a significant middle-class market? Should we begin
investing early to beat our competitors?

These broad scenarios give a larger sense of where the world
is headed. Consider a study titled Great Transitions: The Promise
and Lure of Times Ahead by the Stockholm Environment Institute
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and its Global Scenario Group. This study explored multiple
social and economic trends to show a number of ways that our
globally integrated economy could develop. The researchers
started with the assumption that human endeavor has reached a
new era—a planetary phase where all activities on the globe are
integrating into a planetary culture. According to the authors,
variances in many of the raw trends studied could result in dra-
matically different scenarios.

The result of the study is a group of broad views about the
direction of the future:

The Conventional Worlds view forecasts a world that in 20
years looks significantly like our own—nothing dramatically dif-
ferent. In the Conventional Worlds scenarios, the global system
will progress without major surprises, sharp discontinuities, or
a fundamental transition in the bases of human civilization. For
example, a scenario called Market Forces showed the status quo
where corporations are the most important drivers of the future.
Another scenario, Policy Reform, showed that same world rely-
ing on government policies to drive future prosperity.

The Barbarism view offered two scenarios depicting a world
where violence and economic insecurity weaken social systems.
In Breakdown, government and economic institutions begin to
collapse as conflict and crises spiral out of control. Fortress World
shows a similarly desperate situation, but one where the rich live
in enclaves surrounded by the poor and ruled by strong leaders.

The Great Transitions view (after which the whole study was
named) supposes that we take the global pressures on our society
and make a leap to a creative renaissance that transforms all soci-
ety. In Eco-Communalism, people organize social systems focused
around ecological sustainability, local democracy, and economic
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self-sufficiency. Small but beautiful once again becomes the slo-
gan. In New Sustainability Paradigm, world societies will grow
together through global solidarity, communication between cul-
tures, and economic integration.

This kind of scenario work is ideal for people wondering
where their place in history is. Many leaders today believe that
major transitions are under way, and a study like this provides
detailed reasons for why the world could evolve in different ways.
We talked earlier about the phenomenon of companies prefer-
ring to believe that a positive future for their business is on the
way (a future that is, naturally, good for stockholders). In the
world of global economic development, a similar status quo
mind-set is a tempting trap.

FOCUSED SCENARIOS

Focused scenarios usually answer specific questions, such as,
How could a certain trend play out, and who will profit the most?
A focused scenario will ask more specific questions, for example:

m What will happen if American companies do not
embrace IPv6 fast enough, and Europe or Asia becomes
the leader of the next Internet?

m What might happen if gasoline is $7 a gallon in 2009?

m What might Pennsylvania do without its steel industry?

Although the view from 50,000 feet is interesting for think-
ing about the grand questions, there are tools to drill into more
specific scenarios. Whether your business is large or small, you
need to consider different views of the future specific to your
situation. Questions such as, Will global prosperity lift Africa,
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too? are important for all, but they are so broad that they aren’t
especially useful to any one industry. On the other hand, ask
something short-term and focused, such as, What might the
pharmaceutical industry look like if companies are forced to
report all of their clinical trials to a public database? and the
heads of all the pharmaceutical executives in the room will turn.

For example, scenario analysis was recently a very useful
tool in guiding a number of drug company executives to rec-
ognize a shift that could destabilize the nature of competition
in their industry.

The Impact/Probability Matrix
When you present several scenarios, it is useful to think of them
in terms of their relative likelihood and impact on the industry,
as not all scenarios are as probable or as drastic. One effective
tool for scenario development is the Impact/Probability Matrix.
The matrix presents four potential scenarios and compares each
scenario’s potential impact and probability. To use the matrix
correctly, it is important to understand these terms:

m Impact is the estimation of whether a trend could be
mildly disruptive, requiring a few new practices, or dis-
turbing, perhaps even requiring a change of business
altogether.

m Probability is a measurement of how likely a scenario is
and what events would bring it about.

This tool is useful for several reasons. It is a quick way to
develop four individual scenarios with different implications for
the organization. Four is a good number because the number of
scenarios presented affects how your colleagues react.
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m Two creates a football match mentality—our side or
theirs.

m Three lets people choose a middle ground, an often
falsely moderate position.

m Five or more can be confusing and difficult to under-
stand.

m Four is perfect because it gives a range of possibilities
with no middle option.

You must consider and choose. It doesn’t give you an easy
way out. For this reason, the Impact/Probability Matrix pro-
duces several scenarios with distinctly different characteris-
tics. Figure 6–1 illustrates one way to structure scenarios in
the matrix.
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LOW PROBABILITY, LOW IMPACT—FLASH IN THE PAN

This scenario shows a future that could turn out to have little
disruption and, thus, any overreaction would be wasted energy.
This scenario is often premised on the idea that the coming
change will not be a big deal or that it will blow over quickly.

HIGH PROBABILITY, LOW IMPACT—BUSINESS AS USUAL

A change is coming, but we can adjust to it without any major
growing pains. We need to observe the forces at play to see if
some things will change, but our business will remain funda-
mentally unchanged.

HIGH PROBABILITY, HIGH IMPACT—THE BREWING STORM

This is often what executives focus on most, a scenario signaling
a real problem. You can see the path of this brewing storm, and an
exploration of this future will point to signs we need to watch for.

LOW PROBABILITY, HIGH IMPACT—WILD CARD

Wild cards are those scenarios that are unlikely but could arrive if
a couple of events come in rapid succession and change everything.
It’s the blindside, the “We never saw it coming.” The stars would
really need to line up, but if they did, lack of preparation would
result in severe consequences.

Many people downplay the effects of a wild card. Sometimes,
if you propose one of these scenarios out of context, people will
think you are overreacting—crazy, ranting, Chicken Little. Yet,
wild-card scenarios happen all the time, especially in response
to major events. Imagine yourself in the 1980s trying to forecast
geopolitics or global business in the 1990s without considering
the possibility, however slim, that the Soviet Union would just
one day collapse. That’s a wild card. Few people made plans
based on a world in which the Soviets just called it quits.
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THE IMPACT/PROBABILITY MATRIX IN ACTION: 
NEW CLINICAL TRIAL DISCLOSURE LAWS

The matrix tool was useful during a recent project on the future
of pharmaceutical regulations. A scandal about pharmaceutical
companies arose when it became known that data about the
effects of Vioxx were obscured and that the manufacturer of
Paxil hid studies about its effects on children.

The Impact/Probability Matrix was used to explore the
questions:

m How much disclosure will be mandated?

m How will it change strategies at pharmaceutical com-
panies?

This is how the scenarios played out:

m Low Probability, Low Impact—“False Alarm.” The crisis
over the scandal goes away as the media tires of it.
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m High Probability, Low Impact—“Self-Regulation.” The gov-
ernment assumes that as long as pharmaceutical compa-
nies change their behavior, there is no need for addi-
tional legislation.

m High Probability, High Impact—“Government Regulation.”
The government assumes pharmaceutical companies
won’t change without strong regulation, and new legis-
lation forces greater transparency in clinical trials.

m Low Probability, High Impact—Total Disclosure. The night-
mare scenario, in which the public’s trust in pharma-
ceutical companies is so shaken that the government
demands all activities be made part of a public database.
Companies scramble to learn how to compete in a
world where everybody knows what they are doing
years in advance.

The Impact/Probability Matrix is one way to arrange a num-
ber of scenarios without prejudicing any one of them. In this
way, you can track trends and determine which might come true
and determine how to respond.

You Do It: Scenarios About the Future of Beer
Now we have to take what we know to create scenarios that
communicate the future of beer. Pick four of the trends we
uncovered in Chapter 3 (here is a refresher list, but it’s really up
to your imagination).

m China is becoming the world’s biggest market for beer.

m American beer brands are expanding overseas.

m Aluminum is becoming a more popular packaging choice.
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m Americans are drinking more wine and spirits, but
beer is falling in popularity, especially among younger
consumers.

m Craft brews are gaining in popularity, and regional pride
is important.

Given these trends and others you may be tracking, combine
these insights to show exactly what the beer industry of the
future could look like. Start with the data and tell a story.

SCENARIO #1: MASS CUSTOMIZATION (OR, HOW YOU CAN
GET YOUR OWN BEER)

The trends show that although mass beer consumption is
falling, craft brews with local associations are doing better
every year. The larger trend in manufacturing is mass cus-
tomization, the application of flexible manufacturing tech-
niques and information technology to provide each customer
with an individual experience. Car companies are already let-
ting customers design exactly the cars they want with a host
of options. Couldn’t beer do this, right down to the label?
This scenario could show a company ordering its very own
brand of craft-brewed beer, for not much more than mass-
produced varieties.

SCENARIO #2: ACTIVE PACKAGING

We know that information technology such as RFID tags and
small, inexpensive sensors could add more information-process-
ing technology even to simple packages. This scenario could
show how active packaging, the confluence of IT and materials
science, could change how beer is delivered. The question is,
What new services or improvements are now possible?
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SCENARIO #3: BEER? WHO DRINKS THAT?

Ooh, a disruptive scenario in which (let us hang our heads) beer
drinking is largely passé. The opposite of a normative scenario,
and, for some of us, a nightmare scenario. In this scenario, you
can use the trends we discovered to uncover a world filled with
vodka, malt-alcohol-energy drinks, and this year’s Beaujolais
Villages, but, sadly, no Sam Adams.

Frat guys, 2021: Dude, it was so weird.
My frat brother John had his wacky uncle
Russ in town, and he came to our Alpha
Alpha October bash. Old dude, in his
40s, but still likes to party. He actu-
ally brought an entire keg of beer to
the party. Who was going to get through
that? I think we all had one or two, but
it doesn’t mix well with vodka, so there
was a ton left over. You know anybody
who still drinks this stuff?

m m m

People like stories. If you want them to remember why the
future is important, learn to tell stories, because once you dis-
cover how your organization will change in years to come,
you’ll need to communicate it to your colleagues. It isn’t easy,
but in Chapter 7, we’ll look at the best practices available.

CHECKLIST: Scenarios

4 Remember that stories are “stickier” than lists.
Implications are useful to understand what trends
mean, but if you want people to remember why they
should care, tell them a story. 
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4 Scenarios are really about people. Step into the shoes
of the person in your scenario. If you are writing about
the automotive industry, imagine someone fixing the
car of 2021. What tools does he need? Is there still a
role for mechanics, or are fuel-cell vehicles so simple
you can fix them with a wrench and screwdriver?

4 Scenarios should follow the trends, forecasts, and
implications you discovered throughout your study. For
example, take four trends and make sure they are
reflected in each scenario. This way, scenarios are not
based on your creative-writing ability; they reflect rig-
orously collected trend data and are thus more reliable. 

4 Name your scenarios, such as “Frat Party of the
Future,” or “Grandma Goes to the Dentist 2025.” This
is a useful way to make your scenarios more memorable. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO TODAY

1. You haven’t yet conducted your in-depth study of trends
and forecasts? (I hope you’re thinking about doing so!)
Surely there is at least one development you are nervous
about: global warming, aging populations, consumers in
greater debt. For every issue that troubles you, try the
Impact/Probability Matrix. On a sheet of paper draw four
quadrants and put a potential scenario in each: Flash in the
Pan, Business as Usual, The Brewing Storm, and Wild
Card. Consider every issue going a total of four ways and
get used to thinking in terms of alternative futures.

2. Have you got more in-depth scenarios built around
your own research? Bravo! Looking for ways to com-
municate to others? See Chapter 7 for hints on some.
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ou now have a lot of information to share with
your colleagues about what is coming next. Can
you believe it? You now know what is going to
drive the future of the beer industry. If you have
been reading this book with your own job or

company in mind, you probably know about the future of what
you do, too. Maybe you work for the post office and see a new
world of postal communications. You may have uncovered dif-
ferent scenarios for the future of the hospital in which you work.
Perhaps you are a farmer who has had enough of the breakneck
change of the past decade and want a look ahead to see if you
should continue growing hops or barley for beer.

C H A P T E R S E V E N

communicating
the future
even to the skeptical

Y
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I have some bad news, however. While you were training
your mental muscles in the art of futuring, your colleagues,
other members of the school board, other people you know, per-
haps even your spouse didn’t go on this trip with you. They
might not accept the principle that a nonprofessional can have
a sharper view of the future just by using tools that are accessi-
ble to anybody. They might be unwilling to hear what the future
looks like, and, even if they are, they might not perceive that
they have the time to do anything about it. They might even say
something like, “Are you kidding? Are we wasting money study-
ing the future? This company is so screwed up; we need to fix it
today! Besides everybody knows you can’t know what’s going to
happen next, so there’s no point in trying. We really must focus
on cost cutting. Things are really competitive out there!”

If you run your own business, great. You get to make the
decisions about what happens next. If you are an entrepreneur,
it’s pretty straightforward. Maybe you read about the effect the
retirement of the Baby Boomers will have and decided to start
a travel agency dedicated to older people who have the time and
money to travel extensively. Working by yourself, you can be
more nimble with these decisions than big corporations are.
Perhaps you run a video store and you see that in a few years
you’ll be able to e-mail entire DVDs in five seconds. You can sell
the business and get out. Strategic analysis of the future can pro-
duce action quickly when you don’t have to get decisions
through a committee.

If, however, you work with employees, peers, or there are lay-
ers of management above you, you are faced with the question
of how to lead change. Companies with 10,000 employees, for
example, don’t change overnight. (But then again, neither do
companies employing 12 people.) One way or another, it’s going
to take real effort to turn the ship around.
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Many people have had to face this dilemma. By studying the
future, they gain important knowledge about what’s coming
next, including all the danger signals and interesting opportuni-
ties. Then, they actually have to go to work. They have to face
the great majority of people who, naturally, may not see unex-
pected changes, people who haven’t been studying the trends or
exploring the possibilities. You need to explain the future to the
bean counters and colleagues getting ready to retire who may be
stuck in their ways.

But not to worry! Now you’re a champion of the future, the
one person in your organization who has the tools to see the
future in a way that has been proved in hundreds of world-class
organizations. You can learn from people in those organizations
who communicated the future and won support for change.

Deciding When to Break the News
Luckily, the future is a topic that always fascinates people. They
may be skeptical about your ability to see it, but there’s nobody
who isn’t interested in what the future will bring. On the other
hand, interesting people in what’s next can be a matter of timing.
In recent decades, the taste for futures work has come and gone.
In the twentieth century, there were several periods in which the
public hungered for news about the future. The Roaring Twenties,
the Space Age 1950s, the Nuclear 1960s, and the pre-Millennium
1990s were times when people saw the world changing before their
eyes and wanted to know more about how it might turn out.
During such periods, it is easy to talk about the future, because
individuals, decision makers, and media outlets thirst for the input
of those who make serious work of looking at the future.

Then there are times when that enthusiasm diminishes.
When times are tougher, people tend to be more defensive and
focus on today. People’s interest in the future certainly lost steam
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in the early 2000s, as the stock market crash, Enron, and
September 11 made them more interested in securing what they
already had—defense, petroleum, gold. Innovation became
risky. Cynicism mounted; you heard more things like, “The rich
get richer; the poor get poorer.” Possibilities were harder to see.
Now, as the world realizes that innovation will go on, the future
is coming back. The time is right for you to lead others in your
business or industry into looking ahead!

Deciding How to Break the News
You have a new mission: Talk to accountants about the future.
All the information you gathered won’t have its full effect if it
just stays in your head. You have to be able to transmit that
knowledge to others so they can think about their decisions with
a sense of the future. The goal of studying the future is not sim-
ply to make forecasts and scenarios sound plausible at a cocktail
party. The real goal is to be able to communicate what you have
learned to the most shortsighted, specialized, and skeptical peo-
ple in your organization. Buy in from all major sectors of the
organization is essential if your group is going to change.

Let’s say the small band of futuristas in your organization,
or you all by yourself, launch a study of the future. You have
to tell everybody the potential threats and opportunities. You
hope that this previously undiscovered information will
inspire the people around you to action. You know that your
engineers should be working to design some new product.
Maybe you’ll merge with another company to brace for a
strategic change that will leave only a couple of companies in
your industry standing. It’s time to get moving! How do you
get the message heard?

If you work in a large organization, you have several tools
available:
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The Big Report. You can always gather your research into one
giant report and make big, heavy copies for all of your col-
leagues, hoping they read the trends, forecasts, and implica-
tions. On the plus side, you’ll have plenty of data to back up any
conclusions. Writing everything down is good, especially if
your colleagues require many details. On the minus side, most
of your colleagues have enough to read all day, so they may not
get through the volume of information you provided. Your
report could become “credenzaware,” a giant report in a binder
that sits on a shelf unread.

Executive Summaries. Many organizations have had good suc-
cess by taking the most important bits of the study and putting
them into one PowerPoint presentation that is short and easy to
read. This might include the 10 most important trends, major
implications, and several potential scenarios of the future. These
are nice because they are short and more likely to be read. Just
make sure you have the Big Report ready and waiting; your
more skeptical colleagues may want to see the data backing up
the conclusions in your summary.

“Days in the Future.” Many organizations, such as IBM and
DuPont, find it useful to pull employees together for a day in
the future. Based on the conclusions of your study of the future,
companies will ask people to think about running their business
in a world like the ones described in the scenarios. These sim-
ulations can last a few hours or several days, depending on how
much material you want to cover. This practice makes people,
even for a day, put themselves in the shoes of people living in
the future. It’s an exercise that transcends the written report and
makes the conclusions feel more real.

Newsletters. Let’s assume people have read the report, they
have sent your conclusions on to their colleagues, and they
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attended the day in the future. How do you make sure they don’t
forget these insights? You have to remind people that the future
is still out there. That which looked like a threat still needs to be
tracked. People in the organization need to hear regular reports
about the most important trends. One way to accomplish this is
to publish a newsletter. It could be a regular e-mail with links to
news stories, or it could be an actual newsletter, online or in
printed form. The benefit of a newsletter is that it keeps people
thinking about what’s coming—the antidote to credenzaware.

A major soft drink company did this with great success by
having its internal team of futurists publish a newsletter that
was distributed companywide. This small, regular publication
told the company’s associates not just about the world of the
future, but what the company would be doing differently as a
result. The newsletters were distributed on a regular basis,
covering new technologies for vending machines, customers of
the future, sugar and associated agricultural trends, anything
that could influence the company’s core businesses. They also
covered broader cultural topics, such as an interesting take on
the future of holidays. The beverage giant wanted to know
how people will celebrate the special days of the future and
whether food and beverage would play a starring role in
twenty-first-century celebrations. Its newsletter on the future
was only a few pages per quarter, but the information was
enough to keep employees apprised of the fact that they were
part of an evolving organization.

Deciding How to Counter Attacks
Now that you have started spreading the message of the future,
what should you do if skeptics start attacking the credibility of
your work? The best futures work will meet some form of resis-
tance. As I’ve said, you had better hope it meets resistance, or your
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work will not have challenged people enough to be of any use.
Occasionally, however, you have valuable insights, and peo-

ple reject them wholesale. To make sure your colleagues hear
what you have uncovered and can act upon it, your view of the
future must be perceived as credible. After all, you are talking,
with some authority, about things that haven’t happened yet. It’s
one thing to speak when you have historical data to back up
your conclusions. It’s another when you are talking about things
that haven’t yet happened.

If you have followed the methodology thus far, you have a
great advantage. Skepticism about your analysis can be over-
come by presenting the hard data you uncovered and being
transparent about the process you used. Some colleagues may
initially reject the very notion of foresight; if so, remind them
of the incisive words of Ian Pearson, British Telecom’s famed
futurist: “Blurry vision is better than none at all.”1

What’s more, you can win over the skeptics. Thanks to your
research, the data is there. The methodology for arriving at new
strategies is transparent. You can describe the tools that led to
the implications and the scenarios you present. If someone dis-
putes the validity, explain that futurism is employed by hun-
dreds, if not thousands, of world-class institutions, in major
corporations as well as government agencies.

At the end of the day, there is only one answer to people
skeptical about strategic study of the future: We might not be
completely accurate when we look at what is coming, but it sure
is better than just plowing ahead in ignorance.

The Future Forever: Incorporating Futuring 
into How You Think
As much as I love being a futurist, I truly admire those who have
to implement strategies for the future. After you close this book,
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you have to run schools, companies, government services, and
your lives. That’s the challenge of this process. Few people
become full-time futurists, but anyone can learn to think like
one. By learning how to follow trends and interpret them, you
will change the way you read magazines, watch TV, make a five-
year business plan, or invest.

Many people experience an awakening as soon as they begin
this practice. It’s as if somebody lifted a veil from their eyes, and
suddenly they realize just how much is changing, from the mun-
dane to the spectacular. Whether it is beer or nanotechnology,
they realize the world is in a constant state of flux, which gives
us an incredible opportunity to make things better. Yes, there is
the possibility that we will make things worse, especially if we
are thoughtless about how what we do changes the future.

I look out at the future and see more opportunity than ever.
I have no idea whether we will use it for good or evil, for con-
structive means or destructive chaos. If humanity’s past is any
indication, then it will probably be a mix of both. One thing is
clear—people are far more likely to make wise decisions about
the future if they know more about it.

Consider the nuclear brinksmanship of the Cold War. Many
people who are too young to remember or have forgotten about
this conflict are therefore very nervous about terrorism and the
uncertainty it has caused. What we should not overlook is the
fact that for decades the United States and the former Soviet
Union were ready on a moment’s notice to destroy most of the
cities on Earth.

One of the many reasons we did not create a nuclear winter
is that we began using futures studies to predict instability.
Herman Kahn, the father of scenario planning, worked for the
Defense Department during the Cold War. He worked with
leaders to consider several scenarios in which we had a nuclear
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exchange with the USSR. Most of these scenarios were bad. It
was exploring the future and seeing how awful it could be that
taught our leaders to step more carefully in the Cold War.

This type of scenario creation also illustrates one of the best
reasons for a forecast to be inaccurate: People see a terrible
future approaching and change their behavior to make something
different happen.

The same is true of you and your journey into the future. By
studying what’s next, you don’t have to be doomed to that future.
You can change it. For example, you may see that your major
products are about to become obsolete. The forecast says that
your company will go bankrupt in six years. With this new
knowledge, maybe you jump early to get into a new market,
developing new products for new times. If you’re a small busi-
ness, maybe you realize now is a good time to sell the business
and start a new career. In any event, you don’t have to be resigned
to following through on a bad future; you can control your own
fate, but that is hard to do if you aren’t paying attention.

In every part of business and government, the coming
decades promise enormous changes. I hope you are as honored
and excited as I am to lead in this interesting era. We have
tremendous amounts of choice available to us. Let us then keep
an eye on what’s next to choose the best future possible.

CHECKLIST: Communications

4 Remember, you learned a lot and most people did not
go on the journey with you. Write for the most short-
sighted people you can imagine.

4 Lean on the data you collected from the experts to sup-
port your position.
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4 Any time you disseminate your insights about the
future to colleagues, make sure you have the basic data
to back it up. Don’t talk about implications and scenar-
ios unless you can provide written proof of all the
trends that went into your conclusions.

4 You will likely meet somebody who thinks that the
whole idea of looking ahead is impossible. Remember,
“Blurry vision is better than none.”

4 In the end, the study of the future isn’t about being
right about what the world of 2024 will look like. It’s
about seeing change and choosing the best future.
We’re not clairvoyant, but we are powerful enough to
change our future.

WHAT YOU CAN DO TODAY

1. Be the champion for the future. Let your colleagues
know that you are collecting strategic trends, and invite
them in to interpret the data you uncover.

2. Start an e-mail list or small newsletter in which you
periodically keep your colleagues updated on trends. It
doesn’t have to be a major publication; it might just be
a list of Web links. Make sure that “the future” is a reg-
ular part of everybody’s thinking, not just an exercise
you do when it’s time to do a five-year strategic plan.
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